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ABSTRACT

We study the genesis and evolution of super-massive black hole (SMBH) seeds through different formation channels,

from PopIII remnants to massive seeds, modeled within the L-Galaxies semi-analytic code. We run the model on the

Millennium-II simulation (MR-II) merger trees, as their halo-mass resolution (Mvir,res∼107M� h−1) allows to study

in a cosmological volume (Lbox = 100Mpch−1) the evolution of atomic-cooling halos (Tvir&104 K) where intermediate-

mass and heavy seeds are expected to form. We track the formation of these seeds according to spatial variations of

the chemical and radiative feedback of star formation. Not being able to resolve the first mini-halos (Tvir∼103 K),

we inherit evolved PopIII remnants in a sub-grid fashion, using the results of the GQd model. We also include the

formation of heavy seeds in gas-rich massive mergers, who are very rare in the MR-II volume. The descendants of light

seeds numerically prevail among our SMBHs population at all masses and z. Heavier seeds form in dense environments

where close neighbors provide the required UV illumination. Overall, our model produces a z=0 SMBHs population

whose statistical properties meet current constraints. We find that the BH occupation fraction highly depends on the

seeding efficiency and that the scaling relation between BH and stellar mass, in the dwarf-mass regime, is flatter than

in the high-mass range. Finally, a fraction of BHs hosted in local dwarf galaxies never grow since they form at z>6.

Key words: black hole physics – quasars: supermassive black holes – methods: analytical

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent observations of quasars (QSOs) with bolometric lu-
minosity in excess of Lbol > 1046ergs−1 already at z& 7 sug-
gest that super-massive black-holes (SMBHs) of MBH&109M�
formed very early in the Universe history and built-up their
mass within few hundreds of Myr from the Big Bang (e.g.,
Latif & Ferrara 2016; Valiante et al. 2017; Inayoshi et al.
2020, for recent reviews). Although several possible pathways
have been proposed, current theoretical models still struggle
to identify the initial seeds of these massive compact objects
and to fit their mass growth within less than 1Gyr.

For instance, the evolution of the first metal-free (PopIII)
stars is thought to produce light seeds at z& 20, with typi-
cal seed masses of Mseed∼102M� (e.g., Schneider et al. 2002;
Yoshida et al. 2003; Bromm & Larson 2004). This process
is thought to happen within mini-halos, that is: Dark-Matter
structures with virial mass 105.Mvir/M�.107 (e.g., Schaerer

? E-mail: daniele.spinoso@dipc.org ; dspinoso@cefca.es

2002b; Schneider 2006; Greif et al. 2011). At high-z, the gas
content of mini-halos is expected to have negligible metal-
licity (i.e. Z'0) and hence to cool through roto-vibrational
transitions of molecular hydrogen (H2, Abel & Haiman 2000;
Omukai & Palla 2001), which ultimately determines the typ-
ical mass of PopIII remnants (e.g., Madau & Rees 2001;
Schaerer 2002a; Schneider et al. 2006; Haemmerlé et al. 2018).
Nevertheless, light seeds would need to grow beyond the the-
oretical Eddington-limit in order to reach ∼109 M� by z∼7
(Volonteri & Rees 2005; Natarajan 2011; Pezzulli et al. 2017;
Regan et al. 2019; Haemmerlé et al. 2021).

Alternative models assume a more massive origin of
SMBHs in order to relax the constraints on their growth-
rates. Indeed, heavy or intermediate-mass BHs (IMBHs),
forming with 103 .Mseed/M� . 105 already at z& 10 allow
to more easily reach MBH∼108−9M� by z ∼ 7 (e.g., Bromm
& Loeb 2003; Omukai et al. 2008; Shang et al. 2010; Agar-
wal et al. 2012; Volonteri & Bellovary 2012; Regan et al.
2014; Visbal et al. 2014b; Latif et al. 2015; Valiante et al.
2016; Sassano et al. 2021). On the other hand, these models
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2 D. Spinoso et al.

generally require peculiar physical conditions whose occur-
rence is yet poorly constrained over cosmological contexts
(e.g., Bromm & Loeb 2003; Latif et al. 2015; Agarwal et al.
2016; Latif et al. 2018). In particular, the formation of mas-
sive Mseed & 104−5M� BHs requires that the cooling of pris-
tine, high-z gas clouds is strongly delayed by the suppression
of their H2 content. This can be achieved by different heat-
ing mechanisms, such as baryon streaming-velocities (e.g.,
Tanaka & Li 2014), dynamical heating (e.g., Yoshida et al.
2003; Lodato & Natarajan 2006; Fernandez et al. 2014; In-
ayoshi et al. 2015; Chon et al. 2016) or the presence of UV
photo-dissociating backgrounds within the specific Lyman-
Werner (LW) band1 (Dijkstra et al. 2008; Omukai et al. 2008;
Agarwal et al. 2012; Latif et al. 2014a). Under the latter
conditions, pristine gas clouds might directly collapse into a
∼ 105M� BH. The required levels of LW flux (JLW hereafter)
and the actual occurrence of this direct-collapse BH-seeding
scenario (DCBH) are matters of ongoing debates (e.g., Visbal
et al. 2014a; Habouzit et al. 2016; Agarwal et al. 2019).

Several works analyzed an intermediate scenario leading to
Mseed∼103−4M� (e.g., Ebisuzaki et al. 2001; Omukai et al.
2008; Devecchi & Volonteri 2009; Reinoso et al. 2018; Re-
gan et al. 2020). According to this picture, a dense, nuclear
stellar cluster might be formed by early star-formation (SF)
episodes. Later on, this structure is led to collapse into a
single compact object due to runaway stellar mergers (RSM
scenario hereafter, see e.g., Ebisuzaki et al. 2001; Portegies
Zwart & McMillan 2002; Rasio et al. 2004; Katz et al. 2015;
Das et al. 2021). Assuming that the conditions for RSM-seeds
formation can be verified at z&15 (as shown by e.g. Lupi et al.
2014; Sassano et al. 2021), their initial mass allow to fit their
growth up to few 108M� by z∼7 under typical, Eddington-
limited, thin-disk accretion. Finally, further channels based
on baryonic physics have been suggested as alternatives to
the above scenarios, envisioning the formation of extremely-
massive BH seeds (up to Mseed∼108−9M�) through gas-rich
galaxy mergers (e.g., Mayer et al. 2015) or the collapse of ex-
treme stellar clusters (e.g., Kroupa et al. 2020; Escala 2021).

This broad “BH-seeding problem” has been widely ad-
dressed through a multitude of theoretical and numerical ap-
proaches, including hydrodynamical simulations (e.g., Agar-
wal et al. 2012; Habouzit et al. 2016; Ardaneh et al. 2018;
Chon et al. 2018; Dunn et al. 2018; DeGraf & Sijacki 2019;
Maio et al. 2019; Latif et al. 2021), semi-analytic and purely-
analytic models (e.g., Volonteri et al. 2003; Dijkstra et al.
2008; Volonteri et al. 2008; Devecchi & Volonteri 2009; Dijk-
stra et al. 2014; Valiante et al. 2016; Volonteri & Reines 2016).
The first ones can be designed to reach high mass-resolution
and directly track the small-scale processes involved in the
formation of SMBH seeds. This limits the volume sizes acces-
sible with current computational capabilities, hindering the
extrapolation of their results to cosmological scales. At the
same time, large-volume hydrodynamical simulations cannot
resolve the evolution of high-z mini-halos, hence generally re-
sorting to simplified BH-seeding models (as in e.g., Dubois
et al. 2014; Di Matteo et al. 2017; Ni et al. 2020). On the
other hand, semi-analytic and analytic codes employ sets of
physically-motivated prescriptions to model the evolution of

1 the Lyman-Werner band is a interval of UV frequencies respon-

sible for the dissociation of H2 molecules, i.e. hν = [11.2−13.6] eV.

the baryonic component of Dark-Matter (DM) halos (see e.g.,
Tanaka & Haiman 2009; Valiante et al. 2011; Lacey et al.
2016; Lagos et al. 2018). Consequently, these methods are
computationally affordable over wide cosmological boxes or
large sets of analytically-reconstructed merger trees while em-
ploying detailed models for BH-formation (e.g., Lupi et al.
2021b; Piana et al. 2021; Sassano et al. 2021).

The goal of this work is to embed a comprehensive and
physically-motivated model for BH-seeding into a cosmologi-
cal context and to follow the evolution of the resulting multi-
flavour SMBH population down to z=0. To this aim, we use
the L-Galaxies semi-analytic code (Guo et al. 2011; Hen-
riques et al. 2015), which was designed to model galaxy for-
mation and evolution on the merger trees of the Millen-

nium (MR, Springel et al. 2005) and Millennium-II (MR-II
Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009) cosmological, N-body simula-
tions. In particular, the latter offers a good compromise be-
tween halo-mass resolution (Mvir,res ∼ 107 M� h−1) and sim-
ulated volume (Lbox = 100Mpch−1), allowing to study BH-
seeding processes in a cosmological environment. Further-
more, differently from purely-analytic codes, L-Galaxies can
access to the 3D spatial distribution of structures within its
input merger-trees, allowing to track the high-z environments
where SMBHs form. Due to the MR-II mass resolution, the
birthplaces of PopIII stars are inaccessible to L-Galaxies,
therefore we exploit the results of the GQd model (Valiante
et al. 2011, 2014, 2016) where PopIII evolution and the for-
mation of light seeds is followed self-consistently (see also
Sassano et al. 2021; Trinca et al. 2022, for recent updates).
In this way, we implement the formation of light seeds in a
sub-grid fashion, while self-consistently tracking the forma-
tion of massive BH seeds. This allows us to explore the role
of all currently-envisioned seeding channels in the build-up of
the global SMBH population over a cosmological volume.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we detail our
upgrades to L-Galaxies, its interplay with GQd and our BH-
seeding prescription. We present our results in Sect. 3 and
summarize them in Sect. 4. Throughout this paper, we use
PLANCK15 cosmological parameters: h=0.673, Ωm,0 =0.315 and
ΩΛ =1−Ωm,0 =0.685 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016).

2 BLACK HOLES FORMATION MODEL

We embed our BH-seeding prescriptions into the L-Galaxies

semi-analytical model (SAM, see e.g., Henriques et al. 2015),
which is designed to be applied on the merger trees of ei-
ther the MR or MR-II simulations. For this work we employ
the latter, as it offers the best compromise between cosmo-
logical volume (Lbox = 100Mpch−1) and halo-mass resolution
(Mvir,res =3.84×107 M� h−1 for PLANCK15 parameters).

This mass-limit implies that all MR-II halos have Tvir &
104K at all redshifts above z&13 (see Fig. 1, upper panel),
hence their gas counterparts cool via hydrogen atomic tran-
sitions, which defines them as atomic-cooling halos (see e.g.,
Barkana & Loeb 2001; Bodenheimer 2011). In other words,
the MR-II mass-resolution is not high enough to model the
formation of PopIII stars and their evolution into light BH-
seeds within z&15 mini-halos (e.g., Schaerer 2002b; Schnei-
der et al. 2002; Yoshida et al. 2003; Bromm & Larson 2004).
We tackle this issue by tracking the formation of light seeds
in a sub-grid fashion, feeding the results of the GQd model
(Valiante et al. 2014, 2016, 2021) as inputs to L-Galaxies.

MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2019)
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Figure 1. Upper panel : comparison between the dynamical ranges

of newly-resolved MR-II halos (pink shaded area) and all the GQd

halos (cyan shaded area), showing the higher mass resolution of
GQd at z & 9. Therefore, GQd outputs can provide information about

the unresolved evolution of structures in L-Galaxies at these very

high-z. Middle panel : Evolution of the average IGM metallicity in
L-Galaxies (purple line and dots), tracked over the cosmological

volume of the MR-II (Vol = (100)3 [Mpch−1]3). 〈ZIGM〉 overcomes the

critical values of 10−4Z� and 10−3Z� respectively at z∼9 and z∼5.7.
Bottom panel : Background level of JLW over the whole MR-II box,

in units of J21 = 10−21ergcm−2 s−1 Hz−1sr−1 (purple line and dots;

see Sect. 2.2 for details). Our computation provides comparable
values to those of Greif & Bromm (2006) and Agarwal et al. (2012),

respectively shown as dashed green and cyan lines.

2.1 The L-Galaxies SAM

This work is based on the L-Galaxies model presented by
Henriques et al. (2015), with the modifications for the treat-
ment of extremely-minor mergers and the evolution of mas-
sive BHs included by Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2019, 2020).
For further technical details about the physical models sum-
marized below, we refer the reader to these works.
L-Galaxies follows its input merger-trees from high-z down

to z=0, associating baryonic counterparts to newly-resolved
DM halos and evolving the former in sub-steps (dtstep) be-
tween adjacent input snapshots. Sub-steps are used to track
physical processes over typical intervals of dtstep ∼ 3,10 and
20Myr, respectively at z> 5, z∼ 2 and z< 1. The evolution
of baryonic structures starts when newly-resolved DM halos
at a given initialization redshift zinit accrete primordial gas
from the IGM, up to a fixed baryonic fraction (fb = 0.155)
of their initial mass (Mvir,init). By following White & Rees

(1978) and White & Frenk (1991), the newly accreted gas
settles in a hot atmosphere with pristine chemical composi-
tion (i.e. 75% H and 25% He). Its cooling is regulated by the
functions of Sutherland & Dopita (1993), which account for
both pristine and chemically-enriched plasmas. The mass of
cooled gas (McGas) is modelled as a disc-like structure acting
as a reservoir for most of the implemented baryonic processes.
In the L-Galaxies version of Henriques et al. (2015), the pri-
mordial infall has zero-metallicity at all z, strongly impacting
the potential formation of BH seeds (see Sect. 2.2.1).

SF can set-in at any sub-step if McGas overcomes a critical
threshold. A fixed fraction (R = 0.43) of newly-formed stel-
lar mass is instantaneously recycled into McGas, due to the
explosion of massive, short-lived stars. The associated SNe
feedback chemically enriches McGas and re-heats a fraction of
it into the hot-phase gas. If the feedback episode is energetic
enough, part of the hot gas is then ejected beyond the halo
virial radius Rvir, producing chemically enriched SNe ejecta
which are stored in a dedicated reservoir (Mej). These mass
transfers are therefore responsible for the mixing of the chem-
ical yield of exploding SNe throughout McGas, hot gas and Mej
which are consequently enriched self-consistently during the
galaxies evolution. In detail, the metallic yield of SNe is com-
puted according to a Chabrier IMF and the cold-gas metal-
licity at the time of the last SF episode. The newly-produced
metals are immediately transferred back into the cold gas
component (via “instantaneous recycling”) and propagated
to the hot gas and Mej through the appropriate mass trans-
fers (see Guo et al. 2011; Yates et al. 2013; De Lucia et al.
2014; Henriques et al. 2015, for details).

Galaxy mergers follow the hierarchical assembly of their
DM hosts and produce merger-induced SF bursts within their
remnants. We use the treatment for smooth-accretion mergers
of Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2019) which introduced signifi-
cant improvements to the predicted morphology of galaxies.
McGas fuels the growth of central BHs either as a consequence
of galaxy mergers or disk-instabilities driven by the secular
evolution of galaxies. According to the model introduced by
Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2020), the mass growth of BHs pro-
ceeds smoothly in time, via the consumption of a thin ac-
cretion disk (e.g. Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) or through an
advection-dominated accretion flow (ADAF, e.g., Rees et al.
1982). In particular, the thin-disk mass-growth is based on
a 2-phase accretion-model, where the first phase proceeds at
the Eddington-rate (λEdd = 1), in a quasar (QSO)-like fash-
ion. On the other hand, the second phase mimics a quieter
AGN-mode with lower, time-declining λEdd.Accreting BHs
pass from the first phase to the following one as soon as
they consume 70% of the mass available for their growth,
which is stored in a dedicated baryonic reservoir (see Marulli
et al. 2008; Bonoli et al. 2009; Izquierdo-Villalba et al. 2020,
for details). The accretion of McGas is complemented by a
growth-mode fuelled by hot gas, whose activation is indepen-
dent from the BH-host mergers (e.g., Croton et al. 2006). In
our model, BHs coalesce as soon as their host galaxies merge,
hence we neglect the implementation of BH-BH merger de-
lays introduced by Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2020). We further
neglect the spin-evolution, recoil-velocity, and gravitational
waves (GWs) emission described in Izquierdo-Villalba et al.
(2020, 2022), as we plan to explore their complex interactions
with BH-seeds formation in a future work.

MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2019)
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2.2 IGM metals and LW photons in L-Galaxies

L-Galaxies was designed and calibrated to reproduce the
stellar mass (M∗) function and the global properties of galax-
ies at z . 4 (Guo et al. 2011; Henriques et al. 2015). Con-
sequently, the high-z chemical and radiative feedback of SF
processes on the IGM was not modelled in detail. To provide a
physical base to our BH-seeding prescriptions, we introduce a
treatment for the average IGM metallicity and the LW back-
ground (respectively 〈ZIGM〉 and Jbg), as well as a model for
their spatial variations (see e.g., Agarwal et al. 2014; Regan
et al. 2014; Habouzit et al. 2016; Maio et al. 2019; Visbal et al.
2020). More in detail, we use the Henriques et al. (2015) ver-
sion of L-Galaxies to compute uniform backgrounds of ZIGM
and JLW (Sect. 2.2.1), on top of which we model local varia-
tions (Sect. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3).

2.2.1 Uniform ZIGM and JLW backgrounds

In our modified version of L-Galaxies, the metallicity of the
primordial infall in each newly-initialized structure at zinit is
fixed to the average IGM metallicity, 〈ZIGM〉(zinit). We obtain
the latter from the ratio between the total mass of heavy ele-
ments ejected in the IGM by all halos, and the total amount
of baryonic mass not yet collapsed into halos, i.e. MIGM,gas(z).
Namely:

〈ZIGM〉(z) =
∑ i Mi

ej,met(z)

MIGM,gas(z)
=

∑ i Mi
ej,met(z)[

MDM,box−∑ i Mi
vir(z)

]
· fb

, (1)

where the summations include all the structures in the MR-

II box at a given z. In particular, Mi
ej,met(z) is the mass of

metals in the Mej reservoir of the i-th galaxy (see Sect. 2.1).
MIGM,gas(z) is the total mass of diffuse gas in the IGM, ob-
tained by multiplying the baryon fraction fb for the total
amount of diffuse DM. We obtain the latter from the differ-
ence between the total DM mass in the MR-II box, MDM,box,

and the mass collapsed in halos, ∑i M i
vir, with MDM,box=Np ·mp

where Np and mp are the particles number and mass of MR-

II. The middle panel of Fig. 1 shows the 〈ZIGM〉(z) we obtain.
The latter increases towards low redshift as a result of SF ac-
tivity and SNe feedback in the whole MR-II volume, reaching
10−4Z� by z∼9 and 10−3Z� by z∼6.

Similarly, we also compute a uniform Jbg over the MR-II

box, in order to account for the large mean free-paths of LW
photons (up to ∼100Mpc at z&6, see Ahn et al. 2009). For
this, we closely follow the approach of Agarwal et al. (2012):

Jbg = fesc
hc

4πmH
η ρ∗ (1 + z)3 , (2)

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light and
mH is the hydrogen atom mass. η = 4× 103 is the number
of H2-dissociating photons produced per stellar baryon (see
Agarwal et al. 2012; Wise et al. 2014; Maio et al. 2019), while
ρ∗ is the mass density of active stars in the whole MR-II box.
Finally, fesc is the escape fraction of LW photons, which we
fix to fesc = 1 by assuming that the galaxies emitting LW
photons have been depleted by H2 due to their recent SF (see
the discussion in e.g. Ahn et al. 2009; Agarwal et al. 2012). In
the bottom panel of Fig. 1 we show the redshift evolution of
our Jbg, whose values are close to the ones obtained by Greif
& Bromm (2006) and Agarwal et al. (2012).

2.2.2 Sources of IGM metals

To describe the patchy diffusion of metals in the IGM, we as-
sume that strong SNe feedback episodes power the propaga-
tion of metallic winds (e.g., Bertone et al. 2005, 2007; Sharma
et al. 2014). We model the latter as spherically-symmetric,
pressure-driven shells around galaxies by tracking the time-
evolution of their radius rs. We follow the analytic approxima-
tion of Dijkstra et al. (2014) which agrees with the detailed
calculations of Madau et al. (2001); Kim et al. (2017); Yadav
et al. (2017); Fielding et al. (2018):

rs (M, t) =

(
E0 ξ M∗,new

mp n

)1/5
t2/5 , (3)

where E0 =1051erg=1Bethe is the energy released by a single
SN explosion, ξ is the number of SNe per unit-mass of the
newly formed stellar mass M∗,new within resolved DM halos
(i.e. without considering contributions from un-resolved star
formation), and mp is the proton mass. We fix ξ to the recy-
cled fraction of L-Galaxies, namely ξ = R = 0.43 (see Sect.
2.1). The quantity n at the denominator of Eq. 3 is the num-
ber density of baryons in the IGM:

n = 60Ωb,0
ρcrit,0

mp
(1 + z)3 . (4)

Here the factor 60 represents the typical density-contrast,
with respect to the cosmic average, of the medium in which
SNe ejecta expand (see Dijkstra et al. 2014).

For each new SF event which is strong enough to produce
Mej (see Sect. 2.1), we calculate the evolution of rs (M, t) using
Eq. 3. Since M∗,new regulates the speed of the shell expansion
(see Eq. 3), fronts associated to strong SF events might reach
slower shells launched earlier in time. In this case, we continue
to follow only the evolution of the faster front. For simplicity,
we neglect energy losses during the fronts interaction as well
as during the expansion within the IGM.

2.2.3 Sources of LW photons

UV photons produced by SF events can travel for cosmolog-
ical distances from their source, even in the high-z neutral
IGM. Therefore, computing the JLW received by an observer
from a star-forming galaxy (i.e., a LW source) would require
a computationally expensive radiative-transfer approach. To
avoid this, we follow the approach of Ahn et al. (2009); Agar-
wal et al. (2012) and Dijkstra et al. (2014), i.e.:

JLW (dL) =
fesc

4π ∆ν

QLW ξ M∗,new

4π d2
L

fmod . (5)

Here ∆ν is the LW frequency-band and ξ M∗,new is the newly-
formed stellar mass of short-lived, instantly-recycled massive
stars as in Eq. 3 (i.e., we assume that only these stars pro-
duce significant JLW at each SF event; see Schaerer 2002b;
Agarwal et al. 2012; Wise et al. 2014; Maio et al. 2019).
dL = dc (1 + zrel) is the luminosity distance between the ob-
server (at zobs) and the LW source (at zs), while dc is their
comoving distance in Mpc and zrel = (1 + zobs)/(1 + zs) is the
LW source redshift computed from the observer perspective.
The quantity QLW is the energy rate produced within ∆ν by
ξ M∗,new. We fix QLW = 1044 ergs−1 for the PopII/PopI stel-
lar populations modelled by L-Galaxies (see, e.g., Greif &
Bromm 2006; Agarwal et al. 2012). Finally, fmod takes into

MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2019)
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account the action of redshift and IGM absorption on the
propagation of LW photons. Following the phenomenological
prescription of Ahn et al. (2009):

fmod =

{
1.7 exp [−(dc /116.26α )0.68 ]−0.7 dc ≤ 97.39α ,

0 dc > 97.39α ,

(6)

where

α =

(
0.7
h

) (
0.27
Ωm;0

)1/2 ( 21
1 + zs

)1/2
, (7)

and dc =97.39α is the maximum dc at which LW photons can
be observed before being redshifted out of the LW band or
absorbed by the IGM (see e.g. Ahn et al. 2009). Throughout
the paper, we use the units of J21 =10−21ergs−1 cm−2 Hz−1 sr−1

for the Lyman-Werner flux.

2.2.4 Spatial variations of ZIGM and JLW

The equations detailed in the previous sections allow us to
compute the local values of IGM chemical-enrichment (Zlocal)
and LW illumination (Jlocal). To avoid computationally-
expensive approaches, we only evaluate Zlocal(

−→x s) and
Jlocal(

−→x s) at the specific positions −→x s of newly-resolved halos
which may host the formation of RSM or DCBH seeds. For
both quantities, we compute the superposition of their uni-
form backgrounds and the total contribution of neighboring
galaxies. For Jlocal we simply write:

Jlocal(
−→x s) = Jbg + JPLC(−→x s) , (8)

where JPLC(−→x s) is the sum of all the contributions from galax-
ies in the past light-cone (PLC) of the BH-seeding candidate,
computed as in Eq. 5 (see Appendix A for technical details).
For Zlocal(

−→x s), we consider the mass of metals and gas de-
termined by 〈ZIGM〉(zinit) through the primordial infall of gas,
within the Rvir of the newly-initialized halo. To these masses
of metals and gas, we separately sum the contributions pro-
vided by metallic winds launched by neighboring galaxies. In
particular, we only sum a fraction fm = (r i

s/Rvir)
3 of the met-

als and gas within each shell i with radius r i
s (given by Eq.

3) which can reach −→x s at zinit. For simplicity, in the following
we drop the notation −→x s on the spatially varying quantities
introduced in this section.

With this method, directly accounting for all the possible
sources of JLW or metallic winds for each newly-resolved halo
in the whole box is computationally prohibitive. Therefore,
in our calculation of Zlocal and Jlocal, we consider as metal and
LW sources only galaxies that can significantly influence their
surroundings with metallic winds or LW flux. More in de-
tail, we define as metal sources all galaxies whose associated
metallic-shell extends to at least 10 times the Rvir of their DM
host. On the other hand, LW sources are star-forming galax-
ies which produce at least JLW = 10J21 at a distance dL equal
to the Rvir of their DM host (i.e. for which JLW(Rvir) = 10J21).
We underline that the definitions of these source lists are a
trade-off between the inclusion of the highest possible num-
ber of sources in each group and reasonable execution-times
of our model. Furthermore, the calculation of Zlocal and Jlocal is
only necessary until the last RSM seed can form, therefore we
stop storing metal and LW sources as soon as ZIGM>Zcrit,RSM.

Metal and LW sources are stored only once, in a prelimi-
nary run of L-Galaxies, and used in subsequent runs. During
the latter, for each BH-seeding candidate, we compute Zlocal
and Jlocal by following an inside-out procedure. This sepa-
rately accounts for the contributions of eventual SF episodes
within: i) the newly-resolved halo, ii) all its neighbors be-
longing to the same FoF group2 and iii) galaxies belonging to
different FoFs, included in our metal or LW sources lists de-
fined above. In particular, the computation of JPLC proceeds
backwards in time and farther away from the time and posi-
tion where a new BH-seeding candidate is identified for the
first time. To avoid the inefficient accounting of the whole
catalog of LW sources for each newly-resolved BH-seeding
candidate, we only integrate JPLC until the distance at which,
if the brightest LW source was to be found there, it would
produce a negligible contribution to Jlocal (i.e. 1/100th of Jcrit,
see Sect. 2.4.2 for the Jcrit definition). This approximation al-
lows us to significantly reduce the execution time of our past-
light cone integration while still ensuring the convergence of
our JPLC computation. Finally, for each BH seed formed, we
store the information of its metal-/LW-contributors, i.e. all
the galaxies actually providing metals or LW photons.

2.3 The GQd model

The GQd code reconstructs the merger-trees of DM halos
via a Monte Carlo algorithm (based on the extended Press-
Schechter formalism, see Lacey & Cole 1993; Volonteri et al.
2003) and follows the evolution of their baryonic counterparts
in time. Merger-trees are constructed backwards in redshift,
recursively splitting a single initial halo and its progenitors
in two parent components (see Salvadori et al. 2007; Valiante
et al. 2011, 2016). Thanks to this, GQd can reach higher mass-
resolution than the MR-II at z&9 and follow the evolution of
high-z mini-halos (see Fig. 1, upper panel).
GQd includes recipes for tracking gas cooling, PopIII and

PopII star formation, enrichment of the inter-stellar medium
(ISM) by both metals and dust, SNe and AGN feedback,
as well as the physics involved in galaxy interactions and
SMBHs growth (see Salvadori et al. 2008; Valiante et al.
2011, and Valiante et al. 2014 for technical details). Most
importantly for our work, SMBHs in GQd form via both light
and heavy seeding channels (see Valiante et al. 2016; Pezzulli
et al. 2017). The former are obtained as Mseed . 3× 102M�
remnants of PopIII stars of (40-140)M� and (260-300)M�,
forming in halos with ISM metallicity ZISM <Zcr = 10−3.8Z�
and JLW < 300J21 (see Valiante et al. 2016; De Bennassuti
et al. 2017). Heavy seeds of Mseed =105M� instead form under
JLW>300J21 in metal-poor (Z<Zcr) atomic-cooling halos.

In this work, we use the GQd results obtained for 10 dif-
ferent realizations of the merger-tree of a DM halo with a
final Mvir = 1013M�, hosting a luminous QSO at z = 2 (see
Valiante et al. 2021). Each of these GQd runs tracks a single
merger tree, hence modelling a moderately-biased region of
the Universe instead of different cosmological environments
simultaneously over large-volumes (but see Trinca et al. 2022,

2 Here we refer to a FoF as a gravitationally-bound group of DM

halos. During its execution, L-Galaxies serially analyzes single

FoFs by tracking the evolution of baryonic matter within them.
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Figure 2. Comparison between the normalized distribution of

Mvir,init (pink shaded areas) and the BH occupation-fraction within
the GQd halos used for grafting (solid cyan lines) as a function of

Mvir. From top to bottom, we sample the epoch of grafting in its

initial, intermediate and final phases. Most of the L-Galaxies halos
grafted from GQd can inherit a BH at z & 12, while an increasingly

large fraction of low-mass structures with Mvir.5×108 M� at z. 12
is associated to GQd halos without BHs.

for an extension of GQd to a whole AGN population). Con-
sequently, baryonic properties such as stellar mass and SFR
obtained by GQd cannot be assumed as valid initial conditions
for MR-II structures. We note that Sassano et al. (2021) re-
cently presented an updated version of GQd which follows the
formation of light, intermediate and heavy seeds. Neverthe-
less, the MR-II mass-resolution allows to resolve the halos
hosting the formation of RSM and DCBH seeds, hence we do
not use their results.

2.4 SMBH-seeding prescription

We check for the occurrence of favourable BH-seeding con-
ditions in every newly-resolved halo. Our model includes
the formation of BH seeds over a wide mass range, from
Mseed∼102 M� to Mseed∼105 M�, in four different BH-seeds
flavours: i) light PopIII remnants, ii) intermediate-mass BHs
resulting from the RSM scenario, iii) heavy DCBHs originat-
ing from the monolithic compression of pristine gas clouds
and finally iv) merger-induced direct-collapse BHs (miD-
CBHs) produced at the center of gas-rich galaxy mergers.

2.4.1 Grafting of light-seed descendants from GQd

The first step of our BH-seeding model is to statistically ac-
count for the formation and evolution of light PopIII rem-
nants, as this cannot be resolved by L-Galaxies on the MR-II
merger-trees. For this, we populate newly-initialized struc-
tures of the MR-II with evolved light seeds descendants sim-
ulated by the GQd version presented in Valiante et al. (2016)
and Valiante et al. (2021). We call this process grafting of
GQd information into L-Galaxies structures. This procedure
does not depend on Zlocal nor Jlocal, since these cannot be
tracked during the unresolved evolution of newly-initialized
halos. Rather, we match the halos of the MR-II and GQd

through their Mvir and z. In particular, to find a GQd coun-
terpart of a MR-II structure newly-resolved with Mvir,init at
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Figure 3. Mass function of evolved light-seed descendants grafted

into L-Galaxies structures from GQd outputs. We show the same
redshifts as in Fig. 2 to sample the progress of our grafting pro-

cedures at three different moments (respectively: dotted, dashed-

dotted and solid light-blue lines). We note that BHs inherited from
GQd descend from light-seeds formed at z>20 in GQd, hence showing

an evolved mass distribution spanning >2 dex already at z>16.

zinit, we consider all GQd halos between two consecutive snap-
shots of the MR-II, namely: zinit ≤ zGQd < zprev. Here zGQd is
the redshift of GQd outputs and zprev the redshift of the snap-
shot previous to zinit. We randomly extract a GQd halo from
this sample, within a Mvir bin of 0.5 dex, centered on Mvir,init.
This matching procedure is straightforward at 8. z.16, i.e.
in the regions where the dynamical ranges of GQd and the
one of newly-resolved MR-II halos overlap (respectively, cyan
and pink shaded areas in Fig. 1, upper panel). On the other
hand, at z>16, the most massive, newly-resolved structures
of the MR-II show Mvir,init > Mmax

vir,GQd(zinit), where Mmax
vir,GQd(zinit)

is the maximum virial mass of GQd halos at zinit. In these
specific cases, for our grafting procedures we use GQd halos
with: Mvir,GQd(zGQd) ≥ Log10[Mmax

vir,GQd(zinit)]− 0.25. For a fixed
Mvir,init, it is then likely that the GQd counterparts of MR-II

halos resolved at z > 16 are less massive than those of MR-II

structures resolved at z < 16. We checked that this does not
bias our results, since MR-II halos resolved at z > 16 outside
the GQd dynamic range only represent the 0.38% of all halos
which are grafted from GQd.

Finally, we interrupt our grafting procedure as soon as one
of the following conditions is verified:

(i) 〈ZIGM〉>Zcrit = 10−4Z�,

(ii) the mass resolution of GQd overcomes Mvir,res.

The first condition generally marks the inhibition of PopIII
SF and hence the production of light seeds (see e.g., Bromm
& Larson 2004; Schneider et al. 2006; Maio et al. 2010;
Valiante et al. 2016; Pezzulli et al. 2017). The second
implies that GQd no longer tracks the evolution of halos with
Mvir<Mvir,res. In both cases, GQd cannot provide information
about unresolved PopIII remnants. Both conditions are
coincidentally verified at z∼ 9, as shown in the upper and
middle panels of Fig. 1.

Information inherited from GQd

Once GQd and L-Galaxies halos are matched, we use the
GQd MBH and seed-type to initialize the central BH in the
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corresponding L-Galaxies structure. We do not account for
other baryonic quantities in order to avoid biases due to the
different implementation of physical processes between GQd

and L-Galaxies. In addition, as introduced in Sect. 2.3, GQd
follows the evolution of a relatively biased region of the Uni-
verse, hence its outputs cannot account for all the different
cosmological environments simulated by the MR-II .

The outputs of GQd we use include both light and heavy
seeds (see Sect. 2.3). These two classes can mix within their
GQd evolution, so we consider as heavy seed-types all the GQd

BHs with at least one heavy progenitor, hence joining the
“mixed” and “heavy” classes of Valiante et al. (2016). We
ignore the heavy seeds of GQd since the MR-II can resolve
the atomic-cooling halos in which DCBHs are expected
to form. Our grafting procedure naturally reproduces the
occupation of GQd light-seed descendants on the MR-II halos,
leaving a fraction of them without central BHs. We analyze
this in Fig. 2 by comparing the normalized distribution of
Mvir,init of MR-II halos (pink areas and left y-scale) to the
BH occupation in GQd halos at the corresponding Mvir (solid
cyan lines and right y-scale). We show z∼ 16, z∼ 12 and
z∼ 9 to uniformly sample the epoch of grafting. The figure
shows that an increasing fraction of newly-resolved halos in
L-Galaxies does not inherit BHs due to their low occupation
in GQd halos, especially at Mvir . 3×108M� and z . 12. More
in detail, the Mvir,init range of MR-II halos remains relatively
constant at any z>9, with the majority of structures being
initialized with Mvir,init ∼ 108.4M�. Taking this value as an
example, we note that 100% of the MR-II halos initialized at
z∼ 16 inherits a GQd BH, while this fraction drops to only
10% for the same Mvir,init at z∼ 9. This wide variation is a
consequence of how the Mvir,init range samples different kinds
of GQd environments at different times. Indeed, DM halos of
Mvir∼108.4M� represent a &3σ peak of the DM density field
at z∼20 (see Barkana & Loeb 2001). These rare and massive
overdensities in GQd are likely to have hosted the formation
of light seeds at z&25, early mergers with smaller structures
and significant evolution already at high-z. On the contrary,
halos with Mvir∼ 108.4M� at z∼ 9 represent more common,
∼ 1σ fluctuations, associated to less biased regions. Only a
small fraction of their progenitors hosted the formation of
light seeds, hence ultimately providing a low BH-occupation
to MR-II halos. These differences are also reflected in the
mass distribution of the BHs inherited from GQd, as shown
in Fig. 3. Indeed, although descending exclusively from
light seeds, BHs inherited at z∼ 16 are typically massive,
with a significantly evolved mass distribution peaked at
MBH∼104M� (dotted line). On the contrary, BHs inherited
at z∼9 typically show MBH .4× 102M�, which is indicative
of their quieter evolution in GQd.

Grafting probability

Since our grafting procedures do not depend on Zlocal and
Jlocal, the inheritance of GQd BHs is not regulated by the evolu-
tion of the IGM gas properties. Therefore, in order to control
the abundance of BHs inherited from GQd, we include the pos-
sibility to bypass their actual grafting into L-Galaxies struc-
tures even if the latter were matched to GQd halos hosting a
BH. In particular, since most of the structures of the MR-II

are resolved with Mvir,init∼ 2× 108M�, we model a grafting

probability (Pgraft) as a function of Mvir,init:

Pgraft(Mvir,init) = Gp ·
(

Mvir,init

MP

)
. (9)

Gp is a free parameter ranging from 0 to 1 which controls the
magnitude of Pgraft at the characteristic mass MP = 108M�,
and it is saturated to 1 when Mvir,init>MP/Gp. In this way, the
probability of actually grafting a GQd BH is reduced linearly
with respect to Mvir,init, allowing to modulate the abundance
of grafted BHs within newly-resolved, low-mass halos of the
MR-II. The choice of the linear scaling of Pgraft with respect
to Mvir,init is motivated by the simplicity of this empirical
prescription, which allows us to easily gain insights about
the effect of our grafting procedures at different Mvir,init by
acting on the Gp parameter.

Unless otherwise stated, we show the results obtained for
a run with Gp = 1, since this value ensures the best agree-
ment of our results with recent observations of the z=0 BH
mass-function (BHMF). In order to bracket the effects of Gp,
we occasionally compare the results of this fiducial run with
those obtained by setting Gp =0.01 and leaving unchanged all
the parameters of our model. This choice of Gp is meant to
be a representative example providing a significantly lower
occupation of GQd BHs than Gp =1, and illustrate the effect
of a global BH-seeding efficiency on our results.

2.4.2 RSM, DCBH and miDCBH seeds in L-Galaxies

After the initialization with GQd, we check if the conditions for
the formation of intermediate or heavy seeds in L-Galaxies

are verified. By default, we assume that halos hosting the
descendants of GQd PopIII remnants have been chemically
enriched beyond the limit for DCBHs formation by unre-
solved SF episodes. Nevertheless, since mild local pollution
allows the formation of RSM seeds (e.g., Omukai et al. 2008;
Devecchi & Volonteri 2009; Sassano et al. 2021), we still
check the occurrence of the latter within newly-resolved L-

Galaxies structures hosting light-seed descendants. We dis-
criminate between different seeding pathways by compar-
ing Zlocal and Jlocal to specific thresholds, namely: Zcrit,RSM,
Zcrit,DCBH, Jcrit,DCBH and Jcrit,RSM (e.g., Omukai et al. 2008;
Volonteri 2010; Valiante et al. 2017; Sassano et al. 2021).
miDCBH do not require special conditions for the gas metal-
licity and LW radiation, so we check the favourable conditions
for this channel after every galaxy merger in our box.

Direct-Collapse Black Holes

As soon as SF sets in, SNe feedback hinders the formation
of DCBH seeds (e.g., Ritter et al. 2012; Agarwal et al. 2017;
Maio et al. 2019). We thus consider as potential DCBH hosts
only halos which never hosted SF, provided a sufficient JLW
flux is present to contrast H2-cooling within them. The exact
JLW threshold required for this has been widely discussed in
the past, ranging between 0.01. Jcrit /J21 . 105 (with J21 =
10−21ergcm−2 s−1 Hz−1 sr−1, e.g., Yoshida et al. 2007; Shang
et al. 2010; Regan et al. 2014). Wide differences are found by
considering the emitted spectrum of LW photons (e.g., Latif
et al. 2015; Regan et al. 2016), the complete dissociation of
H2 and H− (e.g., Wolcott-Green & Haiman 2011; Latif &
Khochfar 2019), H2 self-shielding (e.g., Hartwig et al. 2015;
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Seed Type Zlocal Jlocal Grafting Merger-driven

origin

Mseed [M�]

Light - - X - 102−105

DCBH Zlocal ≤ Zcrit,DCBH Jlocal ≥ Jcrit,DCBH - - 105

RSM Zcrit,DCBH < Zlocal ≤ Zcrit,RSM Jlocal ≥ Jcrit,RSM - - 103−104

miDCBH - - - X 8×104

Table 1. Summary of the conditions for the formation of BH seeds in our model. From left to right, for each seed-type we specify our

requirements for Zlocal and Jlocal (if any) and highlight whether the BHs are inherited from GQd or formed during galaxy mergers. The four

types detailed in this table can mix through their hosts mergers, producing three mixed seed-types which we discuss in the text.

Wolcott-Green & Haiman 2019) or the presence of rotational
support (e.g., Latif et al. 2014b; Latif & Volonteri 2015).

We set Jcrit,DCBH = 10J21 as critical threshold for DCBH
formation, as a compromise among previous approaches in
the literature (see the discussions in Agarwal et al. 2016;
Regan & Downes 2018; Dunn et al. 2018; Lupi et al. 2021b).
Regarding the metallicity of the IGM, we fix the value
of Zcrit,DCBH = 10−4Z� by following e.g., Bromm & Loeb
(2003); Agarwal et al. (2012); Dijkstra et al. (2014) and
Valiante et al. (2016). Finally, we require that newly-resolved
DCBH-host candidates posses a large enough reservoir of
McGas. To summarize, we assume that a Mseed = 105M�
DCBH can form inside a newly-resolved atomic-cooling
halo with the following properties: (i) Zlocal <Zcrit,DCBH, (ii)
Jlocal≥Jcrit,DCBH, (iii) McGas>Mseed and (iv) M∗ = 0.

Formation of IMBHs from runaway stellar mergers

RSM seeds are thought to form in the core of star-forming
atomic-cooling halos under mild chemical enrichment (10−6.
Z/Z�.10−3) and the presence of a Jlocal sufficient to delay H2-
cooling in time. This is necessary to increase the critical den-
sity for gas fragmentation, so that SF can only proceed in the
dense, nuclear regions of the atomic-cooling halo, where the
gas numerical density is higher than a metallicity-dependent
critical threshold ncrit,Z (i.e., n>ncrit,Z; see Devecchi & Volon-
teri 2009, and references therein). This ultimately produces
a nuclear stellar cluster of mass Mcl∼105 M�, where efficient
stellar collisions eventually lead to the formation of an IMBH
seed (see e.g., Omukai et al. 2008; Glebbeek et al. 2009; Chon
& Omukai 2020; Sassano et al. 2021).

We add this seeding channel to L-Galaxies by adapting the
purely-analytic prescription of Devecchi & Volonteri (2009),
which requires 104 .Tvir/[K].1.8×104 to ensure the condi-
tions for the formation of a RSM seed. Furthermore, we im-
pose Z local≤Zcrit,RSM =10−3Z� and Jlocal≥ Jcrit,RSM. Since the
formation of RSM seeds does not require the complete disso-
ciation of H2, relatively low levels of Jlocal might be sufficient
for this seeding channel (e.g., Omukai 2001; O’Shea & Nor-
man 2008). For this reason, we impose Jcrit,RSM =0.1Jcrit,DCBH.

Under the above conditions, we compute ncrit,Z as in Devec-
chi & Volonteri (2009) and follow their approach also to model
a two-component density profile for the cold gas within our
RSM candidate halos, using their Mvir, Rvir and spin parame-
ters provided by the outputs of the MR-II. This allows to com-
pute the mass Mcl of the nuclear stellar cluster within RSM
candidates, which determines the time-scale tcc over which

runaway mergers instabilities can produce a central massive
object. If tcc is shorter than the typical main-sequence life of
massive stars (i.e. tMS = 5Myr) a RSM seed can form with an
Mseed determined by Mcl and tcc (typically Mseed∼103−4M�;
see, Portegies Zwart et al. 1999; Devecchi & Volonteri 2009).

Merger-induced Direct-Collapse Black Holes

The formation of massive DCBHs might also be triggered
within high-z, gas-rich major mergers of disc-dominated
galaxies (see e.g., Mayer & Bonoli 2019, for a recent review).
Indeed, up to Mgas∼107−8M� can be compressed in the nu-
clear regions of merger remnants by extreme gas-inflow rates,
hence providing the conditions to grow a central compact ob-
ject of Mseed∼104−5M� in few 105yr, if a massive black hole
is not already present (as shown by recent numerical simula-
tions e.g., Mayer et al. 2010; Inayoshi et al. 2015). We imple-
ment this seeding channel by closely mirroring the work of
Bonoli et al. (2014), which tested it on the MR merger trees.

We model the formation of miDCBH seeds with Mseed =
8×104M� under the following requirements: (i) the merging
galaxies have a baryonic mass ratio mr≥0.3, (ii) the merger
remnant has a minimum halo mass of Mvir = 109M�, (iii) the
total McGas carried by the two interacting galaxies is higher
than the (fixed) mass of the forming BH seed, (iv) the two
merging galaxies exhibit a maximum bulge-to-total ratio of
B/T = 0.2 (disk-dominated) and, finally, (iv) the merger rem-
nant does not already host a central BH more massive than
MBH = 5×104M�. These requirements are similar to the ones
of Bonoli et al. (2014), to whom we refer for details.

3 RESULTS

Our model follows the formation of BH seeds through mul-
tiple channels, from light PopIII remnants to heavy DCBHs.
Thanks to the N-body origin of the MR-II merger-trees, we
can track the position of BH-seeds hosts. This allows us to
study both the environment in which BH seeds form at high-z
and the evolution of the lower-z population of their SMBH
descendants. We note that the MR-II volume (106 Mpc3 h−3)
does not allow to reach the number density of bright, high-z
QSOs (∼ 1Gpc−3), hence we focus our analysis on the build-
up of the less-extreme objects which constitute the bulk of
the SMBHs population over cosmic history.
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Figure 4. Environment of a newly-formed DCBH (upper row) and RSM seed (lower row), taken as representative examples. The four

different spatial-maps on each row are obtained by considering all halos within a (x,y,z) = (2,2,0.5)Mpc slice. The position of the newly-
formed seeds is marked with a white cross at the center of each panel. From left to right: the projected-density of Mvir and SFR (first and

second column), the local intensity of LW flux (as received by the BH seed, third column) and the local level of chemical enrichment.

3.1 The high-z formation of BHs

Here we analyze the formation of BHs at high-z in our model,
focusing on the environment hosting the occurrence of dif-
ferent seeding scenarios and the build-up of a multi-flavour
SMBHs population. In order to keep memory of their origin,
we track both the seeding-mass Mseed and formation-scenario
of all SMBHs in our model. This allows us to define four differ-
ent seed classes, namely: light seeds, inherited from GQd out-
puts (see Sect. 2.4.1) and RSM, DCBH or miDCBH formed
in L-Galaxies according to the prescriptions detailed in Sect.
2.4.2 and summarized in Tab. 1.

3.1.1 Nurturing environment of BH seeds

As detailed in sections 2.2.4 and 2.4.2, we impose a set of
conditions on Zlocal and Jlocal for identifying galaxies hosting
BH-seeding processes. Consequently, it is interesting to in-
vestigate how these requirements influence the birthplaces of
the various seed flavours.

In Fig. 4 we provide a qualitative example of the typical for-
mation environment of different kinds of BH-seeds predicted
by our model. As representative cases, we select a DCBH and
a RSM seed (respectively upper and lower row) formed thanks
to the JLW provided by LW sources in their past light-cone.
We show four different spatial-maps computed at the time
of BH seeds formation and centered at their, marked with
a white cross at center of each image. We consider slices of
(x,y,z) = (2,2,0.5)Mpc for each map and compute (from left
to right in Fig. 4): the projected density of Mvir and SFR, the
local intensity of LW flux as seen by the newly-formed BHs
and the local level of chemical enrichment.

In particular, since we do not have access to the individ-
ual DM particles of MR-II, we computed the 2D Mvir map
by distributing the viral mass of each DM halo over a 3D,
Navarro, Frenk and White density profile (see Navarro et al.
1997), using the fitting formulas for halo concentration of
Dutton & Macciò (2014) and then projecting the resulting
mass distribution along one spatial dimension. We follow a
similar procedure for the SFR map, distributing this prop-
erty over a spherical, top-hat profile with radius equal to the
stellar disk of each galaxy. For the ZIGM maps (rightmost
column), we simply represent the metallic shells of galaxies
as 2D circles, color-coded according to the metallicity within
the shells. We underline that the Mvir, SFR and ZIGM maps
are representations of the BH seeds environment at the BH-
formation time. On the other hand, the LW map shows the
2D projection of the spatial variations of Jlocal, as seen by the
newly-formed BH seeds, i.e. produced by LW sources within
their past light-cones at the time of the LW photons emission.
This implies that LW sources can contribute to this map from
previous times with respect to the one at which BH-seeds ac-
tually form. Consequently, some of the sources shown in the
LW map might be displaced (or even do not appear) in the
Mvir, ρSFR and Zlocal maps.

A qualitative comparison between our spatial maps and
those presented in recent works underlines interesting simi-
larities, such as the presence of a few neighboring sources illu-
minating the BH-seed formation site with JLW (as in Agarwal
et al. 2014) or the irregular coverage of the IGM by metal-
enriched shells (e.g., Visbal et al. 2020). These two works, in
particular, focused on relatively small scales. The first one
analyzed the formation environments of six DCBHs with a
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16th and 84th percentiles.

high-resolution hydrodynamic simulation (Lbox =4Mpc). The
second one, analyzed the high-z formation of PopIII stars
by applying a self-consistent SAM for early SNe feedback to
a high-resolution N-body simulation (Lbox = 3Mpc). In both
cases, their simulated IGM shows the presence of photo-
ionized patches which are still chemically pristine, due to
the different progress of LW illumination and chemical en-
richment. This is in line with other recent works focusing on
the competing action of these two factors on the formation of
BHs at high-z (e.g. Visbal et al. 2014b; Agarwal et al. 2017,
2019; Maio et al. 2019). Our work fits in this panorama by
allowing us to generalize on a wide, cosmological volume the
results obtained on smaller scales by these previous works.

Although being only qualitative, Fig. 4 shows different de-
grees of occupation by neighboring structures in the envi-
ronment of DCBH and RSM seeds. We note that relatively
dense and biased regions at high-z are likely to host actively
SF galaxies, hence allowing to find LW-bright halos in the
proximity of a pristine, collapsing gas cloud (for an hydro-
dynamical study, see e.g., Dunn et al. 2018). Therefore, we
expect to preferentially observe the formation of intermediate
and massive seeds in over-dense regions, as a consequence of
the specific Jlocal requirements.

To statistically quantify the degree of occupation around
all newly-formed BH seeds, we calculate the median distance
at which their 1st, 10th, 25th and 40th neighbor galaxies
are found. This is shown in Fig. 5 for BH seeds formed or
inherited at z∼ 9. To compare our results for halos of dif-
ferent sizes and masses, we normalize the distance between
BH-seeds hosts and their neighbors by the Rvir of the BH-
seed hosts. In this analysis smaller normalized-distances im-
ply denser environments, as in the case of DCBHs hosts (red
squares) with respect to light and RSMs hosts (respectively
light-blue and yellow squares) or galaxies without BHs (black
squares). We use z∼9 as a representative example because of
the larger statistics it provides on the newly-formed RSM and
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Figure 6. Main panel : Comparison between the values of Jlocal re-

ceived by newly-formed DCBH and RSM seeds (respectively, red

and yellow dots) and the background level of JLW (purple line and
dots). This shows that the latter is generally lower than Jcrit,DCBH
by at least 1dex. Inset panel : median number of LW contributors

per decade of Jlocal received by newly-formed DCBHs and RSMs
(respectively red circles and yellow squares).

DCBH seeds. We checked that the result of Fig. 5 is conserved
at z>8.

The difference between the environment of DCBH hosts
and the other classes of objects becomes increasingly evident
up to the 40th neighbor. Since the formation of DCBHs re-
quires relatively strong Jlocal in our model, it is reasonable
to expect that these conditions are more likely to be verified
in dense environments rather than under-populated regions.
Indeed, the former are likely to host galaxies which formed
stars in the recent past of DCBH-seeding candidates and pro-
duced the required JPLC. This result suggests that the Jlocal
and Zlocal conditions required for DCBH formation might im-
pose a selection effect also on the environment of these BH
seeds, at least up to few hundreds times the virial radii of their
hosts. Analogously, a fraction of RSM seeds form thanks to
the presence of the JPLC provided by neighboring star-forming
galaxies (see the lower row of Fig. 4 for an example). Con-
sequently, also the formation of RSM seeds is favoured in
regions more biased than the average, although at a lower
significance than what we observe for DCBHs.

We stress that BHs inherited from GQd already underwent
unresolved evolution at the moment of their grafting in L-

Galaxies, as they formed at z>20. Therefore, the result in
Fig. 5 is not representative of their formation environment in
GQd. Rather, GQd light-seeds hosts trace the average popula-
tion of newly-initialized halos with Minit

vir &109 M�, since our
grafting is independent from environmental conditions.

3.1.2 LW sources contributing to BH seeds formation

As discussed in the previous section, DCBH seeds in our
model form in relatively dense and active environments,
where recent SF episodes provide the required JPLC. Indeed,
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1, Jbg never reaches the
critical level needed for DCBH formation. On the other hand,
the background is sufficient to trigger the formation of RSM
seeds when Zcrit,DCBH < 〈Zigm〉≤Zcrit,RSM at 6. z. 8. This is
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Figure 7. Properties of the JLW contributors for a DCBH seed formed at z∼10 (left column) and a RSM seed formed at z∼8 (right column),

taken as examples. We show the distributions of JLW received by the forming seeds (i.e. at the time and location of their formation) versus
the instantaneous SFR (iSFR) and M∗ of the contributors (respectively upper and lower rows). The color code encapsulates the redshift

distribution of LW contributors within the past-lightcones of the forming seeds, showing that the luminous LW sources responsible for

the overcoming of Jcrit are also the closest in time to the newly-formed seeds (dark-blue crosses).

shown in the main panel of Fig. 6, through the comparison
between Jlocal at the sites of DCBHs and RSMs formation
(respectively red and yellow dots) and the global Jbg (pur-
ple line and dots). As we can see, strong variations of JLW
of >1dex with respect to Jbg are responsible for the forma-
tion of DCBHs, hence confirming the key role of JPLC (as in,
e.g., Visbal et al. 2014a; Fernandez et al. 2014; Regan et al.
2014; Latif & Volonteri 2015; Regan & Downes 2018; Maio
et al. 2019). These local variations are preferentially due to
a single, luminous neighbor, in line with recent works sug-
gesting that DCBHs preferably form in close halo-pairs (see
e.g., Dijkstra et al. 2008; Visbal et al. 2014b; Yue et al. 2014;
Agarwal et al. 2017; Regan et al. 2017; Agarwal et al. 2019).
Our results supports this picture statistically over a wide,
cosmological box (as in e.g., Lupi et al. 2021b).

Similarly, a few RSM seeds forming at z<8 are also subject
to strong JPLC (as shown in Fig. 6), in excess by ∼1 dex with
respect to Jbg. Therefore, our results suggest that the close
halo-pairs scenario might hold also for a fraction of RSM
seeds. Indeed, the 26% of all the RSM seeds formed in our
model at any z receive JPLC > Jcrit,RSM, while 33% of them
require the presence of Jbg to compensate JPLC and overcome
Jcrit,RSM. The remaining 41% form only thanks to the presence
of Jbg, without any direct LW contributor. Among the 26%
of RSM forming with JPLC>Jcrit,RSM, 92% of the objects (i.e.
∼24% of all the RSMs) form thanks to one luminous neighbor.
For comparison, none of our DCBHs forms only thanks to Jbg

as already commented, and only 7% of them needs Jbg to
overcome Jcrit,DCBH. Among the 93% of DCBHs forming with
JPLC>Jcrit,DCBH, the ∼82% (i.e. 76% of all DCBHs) only need
a single, actively star-forming LW contributor.

To further test the idea that BH seeds may form in syn-
chronized halo pairs, we compute the number of LW con-
tributors per dex of JPLC for each newly-formed DCBH and
RSM with JPLC >0, i.e. excluding BH seeds which only form
thanks to Jbg. Our results are shown in the inset panel of Fig.
6 with yellow squares and red circles respectively for RSMs
and DCBHs. We mark the JPLC bins-size with horizontal error
bars, while vertical errors show the 16th and 84th percentiles
of the distribution in each bin. Statistically, Jcrit,DCBH (verti-
cal dashed red line) is surpassed thanks to only one luminous
LW contributor, supporting the close halo-pairs scenario. In-
terestingly, this is also the case for Jcrit,RSM, although a sig-
nificant fraction of RSMs does not show LW-contributors in
the 1< JLW/J21 < 10 bin, as pointed out by the vertical er-
ror bar reaching zero. This is an effect of the low value we
set for Jcrit,RSM, which allows Jbg to actively play a role and
compensate for the JPLC provided by faint LW-contributors.
In other words, when considering BH seeds forming under
JPLC>Jcrit, the contribution of a single, luminous neighbor is
sufficient in the large majority of the cases, for both DCBH
and RSM seeds. These results provide statistical support to
the close halo-pair scenario for the formation of DCBHs over
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a cosmological volume and suggest that a similar picture can
be expected for those RSM seeds receiving JPLC>0.

Finally, in Fig. 7 we show an example of the distributions of
JLW measured at the position of a newly-formed DCBH (left)
and RSM seed (right) versus the instantaneous SFR (iSFR)
and M∗ of all their LW contributors (respectively upper and
lower panel). In both cases, the JLW of the brightest LW con-
tributor is sufficient to overcome Jcrit, being higher by &1dex
with respect to those of the other LW contributors. Interest-
ingly, the brightest LW contributors do not show the highest
M∗ or iSFR among all the contributors. This can be under-
stood by analyzing the time-distance (and hence spatial sep-
aration) between LW contributors and the forming BH-seeds.
Indeed, by color-coding the z distribution of LW contributors,
we show that the strongest contributors are the closest to the
BH formation event, in line with the halo-pair picture. This
also shows that distant LW sources are unable to produce
strong Jlocal variations, independently of their number, M∗ or
iSFR (see also, e.g., Yue et al. 2014).

The results presented above are based on the definition of
our LW sources list (see Sect. 2.2.4). It can be argued that,
by lowering the thresholds for the list definition, a higher
number of LW-faint galaxies would be defined as LW-sources,
hence potentially increasing the number of faint LW contribu-
tors nearby newly-resolved BH seeds candidates. This might
compensate for their shallowness and influence our results
about the close halo-pair scenario. We explicitly checked this
possibility by using two additional sources lists, obtained by
lowering the threshold from JLW(Rvir) = 10J21 (as detailed in
Sect. 2.2.4) to JLW(Rvir) = 5J21 and JLW(Rvir) = 1J21.

We find negligible differences for the case of DCBHs, hence
confirming that intrinsically-faint LW sources never man-
age to produce strong Jlocal variations, independently of their
abundance. A similar conclusion is also valid for RSM seeds,
since we recover all the cases where these seeds form thanks
to a single, luminous neighbor. In particular, we do not find
cases where DCBH or RSM seeds form only thanks to a group
of faint, closeby neighbors, suggesting that our results about
the halo-pair scenario (presented in Fig. 5, 6 and 7) are robust
against the definition of our sources list.

On the other hand, for both of the new lists definitions
(i.e. JLW(Rvir) = 5J21 and JLW(Rvir) = 1J21) the larger number
of faint LW-sources produces an increase of LW-contributors
providing faint JPLC contributions at the birthplaces of RSM
seeds. Interestingly, the JPLC of these faint neighbors are gen-
erally comparable to Jbg, suggesting that the role of faint LW
sources converges to that of the LW background. We conclude
that using a list of LW-bright sources together with a uniform
Jbg is roughly equivalent to including LW-faint objects in our
LW sources list. We chose to employ the former approach due
to it is computational convenience.

3.1.3 Build-up of a multi-flavour SMBHs population

In our model, each BH-seeding channel naturally stops when
the conditions for its occurrence are no longer verified (see
Table 1). After this, our population of SMBHs only evolves
via gas accretion or through mergers of already-existing ob-
jects, which represents a key aspect of our model. Indeed, any
low-z property of our SMBH population is a consequence of
the self-consistent evolution of BHs formed at high-z through
physically-motivated seeding prescriptions. Figure 8 presents
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Figure 8. Evolution of the BH number density predicted by our

model, split into different seeds-flavours, as shown in the plot leg-

end. The density of newly-formed/inherited BHs is marked with
dashed lines, to show the progress of BH seeds formation at high-

z. The latter stops at z∼ 8 for light-descendants inherited from

GQd and DCBHs (respectively light-blue and red lines), while RSM
seeds can form down to z∼6 (yellow lines). The mixing between

DCBH, RSM and light seed-descendants produces the increase of

mixed seed-flavours, shown as green and purple lines. Only two
miDCBH form in the MR-II box, one at z∼ 5 and the other one

at z∼0 (brown lines). Finally, we show the predicted DCBH num-

ber density of Dijkstra et al. (2014) as grey squares and stars and
of Habouzit et al. (2016) as grey circles, in order to compare our

results with those of previous models.

the evolution of the BH number-density split in the different
seed-types classes, showing the build-up and gradual mix-
ing of the multi-flavour population of BH-seeds descendants.
We distinguish the total number-density of each seed type
(solid lines) from that of newly-formed (or newly-grafted)
BHs (dashed lines), to highlight the progress of BH forma-
tion at high-z. In particular, the grafting of light seeds (light-
blue lines) stops under the conditions discussed in Sect. 2.4.1,
while DCBHs (red lines) can only form down to z∼ 8, af-
ter which ZIGM >Zcrit,DCBH and newly-resolved halos are not
chemically pristine. Analogously, the chemical enrichment of
the IGM interrupts the formation of RSMs at z∼6 (yellow
lines). As a consequence, the total number density of light-
descendants, RSM and DCBH seeds in the MR-II box de-
creases in time after reaching a maximum. This is an effect of
the hierarchical mergers of SMBHs hosts, which also produce
the rare miDCBHs (brown lines) and the mixed light+RSM
and light+DCBH (respectively, green and violet lines at z.6).

We note that light seeds-descendants are numerically dom-
inant over other classes by several orders of magnitude, at
all z. Their grafting reaches a maximum at z∼ 12 as an ef-
fect of the interplay between GQd and L-Galaxies dynamical
ranges (see Sect. 2.4.1). Indeed, at z.12 we sample the low-
end of the GQd halo-mass range, where the occupation of GQd
BHs is low (as shown in Fig. 2). On the other hand, DCBHs
and RSMs seed-types begin to form at z.13 as the gradual
progress of SF in the MR-II box provides the necessary JLW
and IGM chemical enrichment. Indeed, the mass-resolution
of MR-II does not allow to track the build-up of H2-depleted
regions at z& 13 produced by the energetic output of early
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SF episodes. This leads us to under-estimate the amount of
photo-dissociated regions at high-z, hence to predict a lower
number-density of BH seeds formed at z&13 with respect to
previous works (e.g., Agarwal, Khochfar, Johnson, Neistein,
Dalla Vecchia & Livio 2012; Yue, Ferrara, Salvaterra, Xu &
Chen 2014; Valiante, Schneider, Volonteri & Omukai 2016;
Visbal, Bryan & Haiman 2020; Lupi, Haiman & Volonteri
2021b; Sassano, Schneider, Valiante, Inayoshi, Chon, Omukai,
Mayer & Capelo 2021, but also Holzbauer & Furlanetto 2012;
Valiante et al. 2021 for a discussion on the effects of mass res-
olution on Jbg and high-z BH formation).

On the other hand, once DCBHs start forming in our
model, we are able to recover the results obtained by pre-
vious works which were able to trace the early build-up of
JLW variations. This shows that the permissive thresholds
Jcrit,DCBH and Jcrit,RSM we impose tend to balance the limi-
tations imposed by the MR-II mass-resolution. Nevertheless,
we underline that our Jcrit,DCBH is on the lower-end of the typ-

ical range explored in the literature (i.e. 0.01.Jcrit/J21.105,
as commented in Sect. 2.4.2). Consequently, the amount of
DCBHs formed in our model should be intended as an up-
per bound. As a comparison, we show the number density
of DCBHs predicted by Habouzit et al. (2016) with grey cir-
cles of different shades in Fig. 8. This work used a suite of
hydrodynamic simulations to explore different SNe feedback
models, Jcrit thresholds, box-sizes and mass resolutions. Their
results show that, depending on the details of the feedback
model employed and on the required Jcrit, the predicted num-
ber density of DCBHs at z∼8 can vary by more than 2 orders
of magnitude. Interestingly, they find that the rare DCBHs
formed by requiring high Jcrit offer a valid formation channel
for the massive BHs powering high-z QSOs, while the more
common population of SMBHs observed at lower redshifts
can be accounted for by requiring Jcrit∼30J21, comparably to
our case. Similarly, Dijkstra et al. (2014) analyzed the im-
pact of fesc, Jcrit and the presence of stellar winds, finding
extreme variations (&6 dex) of the predicted number density
of DCBHs. We mark their results obtained for different Jcrit
thresholds as grey squares of different shades, while grey stars
show their results for a model without chemically-enriched,
SNe-powered winds. Overall, the comparison between our re-
sults and those of these works shows that our model is able
to provide a reasonable compromise between the different ap-
proaches followed in the past.

Within our global SMBH population, objects formed as
DCBHs always play a minor role, with only few of them
reaching z∼0 without mixing with other seed-types. On the
contrary, the number of newly-formed RSM seeds shows a
striking discontinuity at z∼8, which rapidly brings the RSM
class to be the second more abundant in the MR-II box.
The sudden increase of RMS seeds formation is the result
of several concurring factors. Firstly, our grafting procedures
stop at z∼ 8, leaving all the newly-initialized halos poten-
tially available for either DCBH or RSM formation in L-

Galaxies. At similar times (i.e. at z∼8.9), 〈ZIGM〉>Zcrit,DCBH
so that DCBHs formation is inhibited. Finally, also at z∼8,
the Jbg>Jcrit,RSM, hence fostering the formation of RSM seeds.
The presence of this discontinuity is therefore an effect of
both the details of our model for the IGM evolution and the
thresholds we impose for RSM formation on Jlocal and Zlocal.
Nevertheless, this does not bias significantly the build-up of
our global population of SMBHs, since light-seed descendants

strongly prevail on all other seed classes. Indeed, although
setting Jcrit,RSM = Jcrit,DCBH (as in e.g., Sassano et al. 2021)
would drastically reduce the number of RSM formed in our
model (see the main panel of Fig. 6), this would only impact
the dN(z)/dV of BHs at z<8 by less than 0.1%, as it can be
appreciated by comparing the evolution of light, RSM and
light+RSM seed descendants in Fig. 8. Similarly, the effects
of rising Jcrit,RSM would minimally affect the statistics of our
z=0 SMBH population presented in the next sections.

We note that only few RSM seeds form at z>9 in our model,
under moderately low LW illumination (0.1< Jlocal/J21 < 1).
The limiting factor for the occurrence of this seeding channel
at z>9 is the mild chemical enrichment required by the RSM
scenario, which is difficult to attain at very high-z in our
model. Indeed, on one side the 〈ZIGM〉 at z>9 is too low to
foster the formation of RSM seeds, and the rare metallic shells
produced by active SF galaxies at these z are never able to
pollute neighboring collapsing halos. On the other hand, as
soon as high-z L-Galaxies structures are able to form stars,
they get rapidly polluted by internal SF processes beyond the
limit for RSM seeds formation.

Finally, the formation of miDCBHs is particularly scarce
in our cosmological box at all z. Indeed, gas-rich mergers of
massive galaxies with mr>0.3 as those required to form miD-
CBHs are extremely rare in the MR-II simulated volume (see
Izquierdo-Villalba et al. 2019). In detail, the only two miD-
CBHs formation episodes happen at z=4.64 and z=0.35. Both
objects do not form within the most massive structure of their
FoF group, but rather within the remnant of the merger be-
tween two satellite halos with Mvir∼3× 109M�. Both halos
hosting miDCBHs are significantly gas rich (McGas/M∗>100)
and do not host central BHs before their miDCBH. As shown
in Fig 8, the number density of miDCBHs is few ∼107 Mpc−3

at any z, roughly comparable to what predicted by Bonoli
et al. (2014) on the MR merger trees. One of the two miD-
CBHs form at z = 0.35, hence much later than the typical
BH-seeding epoch (z& 8). Also in this case, our result is in
line with the predictions of Bonoli et al. (2014), where 20%
of mergers in the local universe could host the formation of
miDCBHs.

3.2 The z=0 SMBH population produced by high-z
BH-seeding processes

Thanks to the cosmological nature of the MR-II merger trees,
our model can track the mass build-up of BH-seeds descen-
dants through cosmic times, as determined by gas accretion
and BH mergers. Here we analyze this evolution and the prop-
erties of the resulting SMBH population at z=0.

3.2.1 Mass growth of SMBH seeds

The progress of SMBH mass-assembly through cosmic time
and the associated feedback on their host galaxies is thought
to be one of the key evolutionary phenomena in galaxy evo-
lution (see e.g., Alexander & Hickox 2012; Fabian 2012; Kor-
mendy & Ho 2013; Heckman & Best 2014; Reines & Volonteri
2015, for recent reviews). We follow the mass evolution of BH-
seeds descendants by using the model described in Izquierdo-
Villalba et al. (2020) for the time-prolonged mass-growth of
BHs. The parameters of this growth-model were calibrated on
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Figure 9. Upper panel : evolution of the density of the MBH
accretion-rate (BHAR) for two runs of our model with identical

parameters except for Gp (see Sect. 2.4.1). We show the extreme
values of Gp = 1 and Gp = 0.01 (respectively solid black and solid

purple lines) to bracket the effect of this parameter on our results.

Lower panel : evolution of the density of MBH with respect to red-
shift, for the same runs as in the upper panel. These quantities

provide insight about the cosmological mass-growth of SMBHs,

showing that BHs in our model grow too rapidly at z>2 with re-
spect to the observational constraints of Aird et al. (2015) and

Delvecchio et al. (2020), respectively blue shaded area and gold
squares (upper panel), and Shen et al. (2020) in the lower panel.

the MR merger trees in order to reproduce the z∼0 BH mass-
function (BHMF) and the AGN luminosity function (LF) at
z<4. In this section we simply illustrate that we are able to
track the accretion history of BH-seeds descendants down to
z∼0, hence we do not perform a re-calibration of the growth-
model parameters. Furthermore, we neglect the effects of BH-
spin evolution, BH-BH merger-delay and GW-induced recoil
after BH-BH mergers analyzed in Izquierdo-Villalba et al.
(2020). We leave the inclusion of these physical models and
their adaptation to the MR-II to an upcoming work.

In Fig. 9 we present the evolution of the BHs mass den-
sity ρ (MBH) and BH accretion-rate density ρ (BHAR), as pre-
dicted by two runs of our model with identical parameters
except for Gp (see Sect. 2.4.1). In particular, our fiducial run
(Gp = 1, solid black line) predicts a ρ (MBH) in excess of ∼1
dex with respect to current constraints at z&6. Similarly, this
run strongly over-predicts the evolution of ρ (BHAR) with re-
spect to current constraints at z&3. We underline that this

comparison with observational data is to be considered as il-
lustrative, since it does not account for the selection effects
under which observational constraints are obtained. Never-
theless, our fiducial run appears to anticipate in time the
activity of SMBHs, by predicting a peak of ρ (BHAR) at z∼4
rather than at z∼ 2. On the other hand, the discrepancies
we find at high-z are less evident at z<2, where ρ (MBH) be-
comes compatible to current constraints as a consequence of
the lower mass-growth rates of SMBHs. Indeed, as shown in
the lower panel of Fig. 9, ρ (BHAR) for the Gp =1 run signifi-
cantly decreases at z<4, as a combined effect of SF processes,
earlier BH growth and AGN feedback, which gradually reduce
the amount of McGas within SMBH hosts. Consequently, the
increasingly gas-poor mergers are unable to efficiently fuel the
mass-growth of central BHs during their evolution at z<4.

This picture dramatically changes by reducing the abun-
dance of light-seed descendants inherited from GQd. Indeed,
the evolution of ρ (MBH) predicted by the Gp =0.01 run (solid
purple line) shows a better agreement with current determi-
nations at z&2. Also in this case, the total MBH density in
the MR-II box at z=0 is comparable with the constraints of
Shen et al. (2020), confirming that the BH growth model of
Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2020) is able to correctly predict
the total amount of mass accreted onto BHs throughout cos-
mic history. At the same time, the BHAR predicted by the
Gp =0.01 appear to be in better agreement with current deter-
minations, although the lower number of SMBHs manifests
in the noisier evolution of ρ (BHAR). Interestingly, the pre-
dictions of this run show a rather flat evolution of ρ (BHAR)
at 1<z<4, rather than showing a clear peak as for the Gp =1
case. This is an effect of the low BH-occupation for this run,
which on one side reduces the total amount of mass being
accreted onto central BHs at high-z in the whole MR-II box,
and on the other side reduces the action of AGN feedback
onto the cold-gas of SMBH hosts. Indeed, these systems re-
tain the McGas which would have fuelled the growth of their
central BH in the Gp =1 run, allowing for a later mass-growth
of SMBHs driven by hierarchical mergers.

In summary, the mass-assembly history of SMBHs pre-
dicted by our model favours a low occupation of GQd light-
seed descendants, although the noisy evolution of ρ (BHAR)
for the Gp =0.01 run and its anticipated peak in redshift for
the Gp = 1 run suggest that the interplay between our BH
formation model and the mass-growth recipes of Izquierdo-
Villalba et al. (2020) require further calibration when the
latter are extended to the MR-II dynamical range.

3.2.2 Properties of the z=0 SMBH population

Here we focus on the endpoint of the cosmological evolution of
our SMBH population, presenting its statistical properties at
z=0, in connection to our high-z BH-seeding model. Figure 10
compare our predictions for the BHMF at two representative
redshifts, namely: z=0, where our model can be anchored to
recent observations (left column), and z∼6, just at the end of
the BH-seeding epoch (right column). From top to bottom,
we show: i) the differences between the Gp =1 and Gp =0.01
runs (upper row), ii) the contribution of each seed-type class
to our BHMF predicted by the Gp =1 run (middle row) and
finally iii) the mass distribution of BHs which never grew
since their formation (bottom row).

The top left panel shows that the BHMF predicted by our
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Figure 10. The BHMF produced by our model at the end of BH-formation epoch (z∼ 6, right column) and at the endpoint of SMBH
evolution (z=0, left column). Upper row : comparison between the results obtained with the Gp =1 and Gp =0.01 runs (respectively: solid

black and purple line). At z=0 we compare our results with the constraints of Marconi et al. (2004), Shankar et al. (2004), Shankar et al.

(2009) and Shankar (2013) shown as blue and green points and errors (upper left panel). Middle row: contribution of each seed-type
(color-coded as shown in the legend) to the total BHMF for the Gp =1 run (solid grey line). Lower row : contribution of BHs which never

underwent any mass-growth since their formation (dotted black line), split into different seed-types (color coded as in the plot legends).

The horizontal dashed red line in each panel marks the level at which only one object is present in the whole MR-II box.

Gp = 1 run is in good agreement with the local determina-
tions of Marconi et al. (2004); Shankar et al. (2004, 2009)
and Shankar (2013). Therefore, the total integrated growth
of SMBHs down to low-z is well-predicted by the Izquierdo-
Villalba et al. (2020) model also on the merger-trees of the
MR-II, especially for SMBHs with MBH&107 M�. Despite be-
ing affected by low-statistics due to the volume limitations
of the MR-II (shown as the horizontal, dashed red line), the
highest mass bins of our BHMF at z∼ 5−6 are broadly com-
parable to the determination of Kelly & Shen (2013), which
appear to prolong our results beyond MBH &3× 108M� (we
do not report their data, as they lie outside the number den-
sity ranges accessible by our work). On the other hand, the
low SMBH occupation of the Gp =0.01 run is not sufficient to

recover the BHMF normalization suggested by observational
constraints. This contrasts with our predictions for the mass-
growth history of SMBHs, which favour a low Gp value (see
Sect. 3.2.1). This further suggests that the extension of the
Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2020) model to the MR-II dynamical
range and its interplay with our BH-formation model require
accurate adjustments, which we leave for an upcoming work.

The differences induced by varying Gp completely vanish
at MBH&109 M� in our z=0 BHMF, showing that the details
of our grafting procedure are washed-out by the cosmological
growth of SMBHs only at the highest BH masses. This sup-
ports the idea that mass-accretion induced by the hierarchical
assembly of their hosts primarily drives the growth and evo-
lution of z∼0 SMBHs (see e.g., Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000;
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Malbon et al. 2007; Fanidakis et al. 2011). On the other hand,
acting on the grafting of GQd BHs at high-z produces differ-
ences of & 1 dex at MBH ≤ 107 M�. This suggests that the
efficiency of light-seeds formation in our model is imprinted
on the abundance of z∼0 SMBHs with relatively low mass
(see also: Sesana et al. 2007; Volonteri et al. 2008; Valiante
et al. 2021). Recently, DeGraf & Sijacki (2019) explored the
effect of a varying BH-seeding efficiency on the BHMF com-
puted at different cosmic epochs. Their analysis relies on a
post-processing BH-formation and evolution model applied
to the Illustris simulation (Nelson et al. 2015). Also in their
case the efficiency of BH-formation affects the normalization
of the BHMF at low redshift, producing a shift at all MBH.
This difference with our results is expected, since in their
model the BH-formation efficiency does not depend on Mvir,
as in our case. Overall, we argue that the common approach
of initializing a SMBH in every newly-resolved structure, at
any z, should be considered with caution when modelling the
low-mass end of the BHMF (see e.g., Fanidakis et al. 2011;
Lacey et al. 2016; Cora et al. 2018; Trinca et al. 2022).

The middle-row panels of Fig. 10 show the BHMF of our
run with Gp =1, split into the contributions of different seed
classes. It is evident that the descendants of GQd BHs are
the most numerous class both at z = 0 and z∼ 6, over the
whole MBH distribution. As expected, at z∼ 6 (end of the
BH-seeding epoch), only light-seed descendants, DCBH and
RSM seeds are present, with the latter class showing a mass
distribution peaked at 102<Mseed/M�∼104, in line with what
expected for IMBHs formation (see e.g., Devecchi & Volon-
teri 2009; Volonteri 2010; Lupi et al. 2014; Katz et al. 2015;
Sassano et al. 2021). On the other hand, also light+RSM and
light+DCBH classes can be found at z=0, although providing
minor contributions. Therefore, in our model, the mixing of
seed-types does not appear necessary to populate the massive
end of the z=0 BHMF. Indeed, the highest mass bins of our
BHMF are populated by light-seeds descendants whose mass
growth has been mainly driven by galaxy mergers, as also
testified by the increasing relative abundance of light+RSM
and light+DCBH classes at MBH>106M�.

By extending the dynamical range of GQd, the recent work
of Trinca et al. (2022) showed that a merger-driven model
for the growth of light PopIII remnants can bring a signifi-
cant fraction of the latter in the 105 .MBH/M�. 108 mass
regime already at z & 6. In light of this, it is not surpris-
ing for us to obtain light-seed descendants as massive as
MBH∼ 1010M� at z = 0, since galaxy mergers able to drive
BH-growth are expected to be extremely frequent in the MR-

II (as shown in Izquierdo-Villalba et al. 2019). Neverthe-
less, our results extends this scenario over a wide, cosmolog-
ical volume by employing the prolonged accretion model of
Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2020), instead of assuming a fixed
mass-accretion timescale following galaxy mergers.

Generally, BH formation models focusing on the origin of
the first SMBHs at z>6 find that, if super-Eddington accre-
tion onto light seeds is neglected, the contribution from inter-
mediate or massive seeding channels is necessary in order to
reach the masses inferred for the brightest QSOs at z&7 (see
e.g., Lupi et al. 2014; Valiante et al. 2016; Latif et al. 2018;
Lupi et al. 2021a; Sassano et al. 2021; Trinca et al. 2022).
Given our simulation volume of V=10−3 h3 Gpc−3, our results
cannot be conclusive about the role of intermediate or heavy
seeding scenarios in the formation of these extreme objects

within the rarest and most biased regions of the Universe.
Indeed, the latter might follow a significantly different evolu-
tion with respect to the one experienced at the typical halo
masses resolved by the MR-II simulation.

Interestingly, our model predicts that a fraction of BHs
never grows from their initial Mseed. In particular, we find that
these ungrown BHs represent 50% of all BHs hosted in halos
with Mvir <109M� at z=0, while this fraction rapidly drops
to <0.01% at Mvir =5×1010M�. Ungrown BHs are generally
hosted in isolated galaxies which never experienced mergers
throughout their evolution. Indeed, the driving mechanism
for galaxy interactions and BH mass-growth in the MR-II

box is the merger between massive, central galaxies and small
satellites, as shown by Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2019). The
bottom panels of Fig. 10 show the contribution of ungrown
BHs to the total BHMF, highlighting the different seed-types
within the class of ungrown BHs. A large fraction of BHs
with MBH . 104M� never experienced any growth, both at
high-z and low-z, with the majority of them being light-seeds
descendants (as in the reference model of Trinca et al. 2022).
Furthermore, by comparing the left panels of the middle and
bottom row, we note that most of the RSM seeds found at
z=0 with MBH<104M� never grew since their formation.

Overall, ungrown BHs represent the dominant population
at MBH . 3× 104M� at all z in our model. This suggests
that intermediate-mass BHs (MBH . 104M�) at z∼ 0 might
still carry significant information about early epochs of
BH-evolution, in line with recent works (see e.g., Volonteri
et al. 2008; Greene 2012; Cann et al. 2021; Mezcua 2021;
Valiante et al. 2021). We underline that our definition of
ungrown BHs is only based on the mass-growth we can
resolve during the evolution of BHs traced by L-Galaxies on
the MR-II merger trees. However, light-seed descendants are
able to efficiently grow before their grafting into L-Galaxies.
This early growth (unresolved by the MR-II) typically brings
them in the IMBHs mass range (i.e. 103 <MBH/M�< 105),
as demonstrated by Fig. 3. Consequently, the ungrown
light-seed descendants predicted by our model at z = 0 with
MBH&103M� do not directly represent the ungrown relics of
high-z light seeds. This is in line with the idea presented in
Mezcua (2019), according to which the average population
of low-mass SMBHs hosted in dwarf galaxies might not
be a good tracer of high-z BH-seeding processes. On the
other hand, we also inherit BHs with MBH . 102M�, i.e.
objects which never grew during their GQd evolution. As
shown in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 10, & 50% of these
BHs never grow also in L-Galaxies, down to z = 0. These
direct descendants of light-seeds formed at z > 20 in GQd

are typically hosted in extremely small MR-II halos at z = 0
(Mvir . 5× 109M�, corresponding to . 500 DM particles).
The presence of these ungrown light-seed descendants in
our results suggests that at least a fraction of low-mass
BHs in local dwarf galaxies might still carry significant
information about their formation process (e.g., Mezcua
2021). Nevertheless, this conclusion should be regarded as
speculative since the evolution of these low-mass structures
might be affected by our mass-resolution limits. Finally, the
low-mass end of our BHMF shows few “wiggles”, especially
at z>1 and MBH .105M�. These are due to our GQd graft-
ing procedures, from which we inherit an already-evolved
population of BHs with an intrinsic mass-distribution, as
shown in Fig. 3 and by the recent work of Trinca et al. (2022).
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Figure 11. Black Hole occupation fraction as a function of stellar

mass, for the two runs with Gp =1 (solid black line) and Gp =0.01
(solid purple line). We compare our results to the local observa-
tional constraints of Miller et al. (2015), shown as the blue shaded

area. This shows how the efficiency of light-seeds formation at high-

z is reflected into the properties of our SMBH population at z=0.

BH occupation and M∗-MBH scaling relation

The overall efficiency of BH-seeding processes is expected to
affect the fraction of galaxies hosting a central SMBH at z=0
(e.g., Buchner et al. 2019). Indeed, assuming that massive
BHs form in the majority of high-z galaxies and that they are
retained within their hosts down to low-z, it is reasonable to
expect the presence of massive BHs within most low-z galaxies
(see e.g., Volonteri et al. 2008; Van Wassenhove et al. 2010).
This simplified picture can be modified during the hierarchi-
cal assembly of BH hosts if massive BHs are ejected due to
gravitational recoils after their merger (e.g., Volonteri 2007;
Volonteri et al. 2010; Dunn et al. 2020; Izquierdo-Villalba
et al. 2020; Askar et al. 2021). Nevertheless, since we ignore
the effect of recoils, we expect to observe an imprint of the
efficiency of high-z BH-seeding on the z∼0 BH occupation,
especially for low-mass galaxies with a quiet evolution.

We show this prediction of our model in Fig. 11 as a func-
tion of the M∗ of SMBH hosts, for the two runs with GP =1
and GP = 0.01. We compare our results to the observations
of Miller et al. (2015), which offer relatively solid constraints
at M∗ & 1010M�, based on X-ray observations of optically-
selected galaxies by the AMUSE survey (Gallo et al. 2008).
Our fiducial run (GP =1) predicts that >80% of galaxies with
M∗>108M� host a central, massive BH and it recovers the
high occupation fraction (∼100%) expected at M∗>1010M�.
On the other hand, the Gp =0.01 run worsen the agreement of
our predictions with observations. Indeed, less than ∼50% of
galaxies with M∗>1010M� host a central SMBH, in tension
with the high occupation of SMBHs expected in local mas-
sive galaxies (see e.g., Volonteri & Bellovary 2012; Kormendy
& Ho 2013; Reines & Volonteri 2015). This suggests that
our model favours a high efficiency of high-z BH-seeding pro-
cesses in order to recover the statistical properties of SMBHs
observed at z∼0, as for the case of our BHMFs (see Fig. 10).

We note that the broad constraints of Miller et al. (2015)
at M∗. 3× 109M� might allow to tune Gp in order to rec-
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Figure 12. MBH-M∗ relation for galaxies with Mvir>3×108M�, host-
ing a central SMBH at z=0. We show the median relation and the

16th−84th percentiles of the distribution of light-seed descendants

(solid light-blue line and shaded area). The remaining seed-types
are instead shown as colored symbols (see the plot legend). The

observational results of Erwin & Gadotti (2012), Reines & Volon-
teri (2015) and Capuzzo-Dolcetta & Tosta e Melo (2017) are shown

as grey dots, crosses and squares. Finally, we split our sample at

M∗=3×1010M� and perform two linear fits to our predicted rela-
tion, in order to quantify its break (black solid and dashed-dotted

lines). To highlight their comparison, we also extend the two fits

outside their respective ranges (grey solid and dashed-dotted lines).

oncile with current constraints the BH-occupation fraction
in dwarf galaxies, our z∼ 0 BHMF and the evolution of
ρ (BHAR) and ρ (MBH) at the same time. Nevertheless, the
GW-induced expulsion of BHs from their host, presented in
Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2020), affects the BH occupation in
similar ways as our Gp parameter. Indeed, BH-seeds can be
efficiently expelled from structures of the MR-II at high-z,
due to the shallow gravitational potential of their hosts. Fur-
thermore, GW-kicks are maximized by BH-BH mergers with
mass-ratios close to 1, a condition which is likely verified at
z>10 by the newly-grafted BHs covering a relatively narrow
mass range (102 .MBH/M�. 105). We plan to address the
degeneracy between Gp and GW-kicks in an upcoming work.

Recent works have focused on the population of massive
BHs hosted in local dwarf galaxies, trying to pinpoint the
imprint of high-z seeding processes on the local scaling rela-
tions between massive BHs and their hosts (see e.g., Habouzit
et al. 2017; Mezcua 2017; Mart́ın-Navarro & Mezcua 2018;
Kristensen et al. 2021). To explore this, in Fig. 12 we show
the relation between M∗ and MBH for all galaxies hosting a
central SMBH at z=0. To minimize resolution effects, we only
consider structures hosted in DM halos with Mvir>3×108M�
(corresponding to halos resolved with at least 25 particles of
the MR-II). We present the median M∗-to-MBH relation for
light-seed descendants (respectively: solid light-blue line and
shaded areas). For the less abundant RSM, light+RSM and
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light+DCBH classes we only show individual points, respec-
tively as yellow diamonds, green circles and purple crosses.

The high-mass end of our M∗−MBH relation, at M∗ >
1010M� and MBH > 107M�, is consistent with the obser-
vational constraints of Erwin & Gadotti (2012), Capuzzo-
Dolcetta & Tosta e Melo (2017) and Reines & Volonteri
(2015), although the latter significantly populate also the re-
gion between 1010 .M∗/M�.1011 and 106 .MBH/M�.108,
differently from our predictions. The origin of this discrep-
ancy can be partially ascribed to our impossibility to repli-
cate the selection effects of Reines & Volonteri (2015), which
focused on a uniform sample of AGN in low-mass, local galax-
ies. In addition, is it possible that our model produces galax-
ies with too little M∗ with respect to their central SMBH,
especially at M∗. 1010M�. This might be a consequence of
our BH-growth model, which may favour the production of
massive BHs at the expenses of the M∗ of their small-dwarf
galaxy hosts. We refrain to further comment on this topic
since we plan to thoroughly address it in a follow-up paper.

Overall, our model predicts a clear break in the M∗−MBH
relation at M∗ ∼ 5× 1010M�, as also shown by recent the-
oretical works(e.g., Sharma et al. 2020; Bhowmick et al.
2021; Habouzit et al. 2021). This result is compatible with
the flattening of the relation between MBH and the veloc-
ity dispersion of bulge stars (σv) measured by recent ob-
servational works at σv . 100kms−1 (roughly equivalent to
M∗∼ 3× 1010M�, see e.g., Mezcua 2017; Mart́ın-Navarro &
Mezcua 2018; Mezcua 2019; Ferré-Mateu et al. 2021). Futhre-
more, we tentatively compare our findings with the results of
Reines & Volonteri (2015), although this comparison should
be considered as illustrative since we cannot replicate the se-
lection effects of AGN observations on our results. More in
detail, we perform simple linear fits to our data by using

Log(MBH/M�) = α + β Log
(

M∗/[1011 M�]
)
, (10)

as in Reines & Volonteri (2015), and by splitting our results in
two different samples at M∗=3×1010M� (following Mart́ın-
Navarro & Mezcua 2018). We show the two fits in Fig. 12
as solid and dashed-dotted black lines and their extension
outside their respective fitting ranges as grey lines. For the
high-mass range fit, we find α = 8.66± 0.03 and β = 1.51±
0.09, which are compatible with the values α = 8.95± 0.09
and β = 1.40± 0.21 found by Reines & Volonteri (2015) for
the sample of elliptical galaxies and S0 with classical bulges
at M∗&1010M�. We note that our high-mass range fit deviates
from our M∗−MBH relation at M∗&1011M�, since its slope
is mainly driven by the more abundant population of 1010 <
M∗/M�<1011 objects. On the other hand, at the low-mass
range we find a α =8.03±0.01 and β =0.57±0.01, showing the
strong change of slope of our relation. We refrain from further
commenting our results for this low-mass regime, due to the
current absence of data for the M∗−MBH relation covering
the M∗<1010M� and MBH<107M� ranges.

We note that the highest M∗ and MBH bins in Fig. 12 are
only populated by light, light+RSM and light+DCBH de-
scendants, showing that DCBH or RSM seeds can only reach
MBH>107M� as a consequence of the hierarchical growth of
their hosts. Indeed, DCBHs and RSMs descendants at z = 0
are only hosted in low-mass galaxies (M∗.109M�, hence sup-
porting the idea that BHs which are able to retain memory
of their formation channel (i.e. by experiencing a quiet evolu-

tion), can end up in dwarf galaxies by z∼0 (see Van Wassen-
hove et al. 2010; Cann et al. 2021; Mezcua 2021).

These results show that our model is able to draw predic-
tions for the yet poorly explored mass range of local dwarf
galaxies, potentially allowing to shed light on the connection
between the population of low-mass SMBHs at z∼0 and high-
z BH-seeding processes. Nevertheless, a thorough analysis of
the scaling relations between massive BHs and their hosts
is beyond the scope of this work, hence we plan to further
address this point in a future work.

3.2.3 Cosmological evolution of BH-seeds hosts

The N-body merger trees of the MR-II allow to focus on a
dynamical range encompassing dwarf satellites and Milky
Way-like halos, making our model suitable to analyze how
the descendants of BHs formed at z&6 distribute within the
population of .1011M∗ galaxies across cosmic history.

As discussed in Sect 3.1.1, the Jlocal and Zlocal requirements
tend to promote the formation of DCBH and RSM seeds in
the vicinity of high-z star-forming galaxies, potentially leav-
ing an imprint on the fraction of BHs hosted into central or
satellite galaxies at later epochs. In Fig. 13 we show the evo-
lution of these fractions in bins of Mvir for each seed-flavour.
We underline that, for each seed-type and at fixed z, the frac-
tions add to 100% when considering the six panels together.
In this way, we illustrate how the different seed-types mix
in time and distribute over the MR-II dynamic range. We
note that L-Galaxies baryonic structures are always initial-
ized as the only member of their associated DM halos, hence
as central galaxies. This explains the high fractions of light,
DCBH and RSM seeds hosted in central galaxies at z> 8.
The two miDCBHs forming in our box represent an excep-
tion to this picture, as they form after the merger between
Mvir∼ 3× 109M� satellites of larger halos (see Sect. 3.1.3).
Thus, they are never hosted by central galaxies, as shown by
the brown dashed lines in the bottom panels of Fig. 13.

The fraction of seed-types hosted in central galaxies dimin-
ishes in time for the lowest Mvir bin (upper left panel in Fig.
13), as small halos get accreted by larger structures across
their evolution. In particular, the fraction of DCBHs hosted
in central galaxies drops to zero already by z∼ 6, showing
that DCBH hosts form promptly become satellites of larger
neighbors. This scenario is confirmed by the appearance of
the light+DCBH class, also at z∼6, consequently to the merg-
ers between light and DCBH seeds hosts. Analogously, RSM
and light-seed hosts gradually merge producing the mixed
light+RSM class (green lines). Nevertheless, RSM seeds can
also form in the absence of nearby SF halos due to the suf-
ficient Jbg (see Sect. 3.1), leading to a milder decrease of the
central-galaxies fraction hosting RSM seeds. Indeed, a larger
fraction of RSM descendants are found in low-mass centrals
at z<8 with respect to any other seed-type (upper left panel).
In addition, ∼20% of halos hosting RSM manage to become
more massive than Mvir = 109.5M� by z = 0. This happens
thanks to either: i) the merger with other RSM hosts, ii) the
smooth accretion of unresolved DM or iii) the merger with
halos initialized after z∼6 which do not host a central BH.

At z∼ 0 only ∼ 30% of light-seed descendants are hosted
in central galaxies at any Mvir. Among these, only ∼3% are
hosted in DM halos reaching the highest DM masses of the
MR-II dynamic range (right column). This shows that DM
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Figure 13. Fractions of BHs hosted in central galaxies (upper row) and satellite galaxies (lower row). Different colored lines represent

descendants of different seed-type classes, as shown in the plot legend. For each seed-class and at fixed z, fractions add to 100% when
considering the six panels together. This shows how BH-seeds descendants mix and distribute over the MR-II dynamical range.

halos with Mvir >1011.5M� are rare in the MR-II box at any
z. Overall, light-seeds hosts cover a wide dynamic range, be-
ing present both as centrals and satellites at all Mvir <11.5,
especially at z.5. Indeed, since our grafting procedures are
independent from Jlocal and Zlocal, the hosts of light-seed de-
scendants include a combination of central and satellite galax-
ies with diverse merging histories, hence tracing the aver-
age evolution of all the MR-II structures. Consequently, also
the hosts of light+RSM and light+DCBH are found at all
masses, both in satellites and centrals. This is opposite to
the case of those RSMs and DCBHs which retain memory of
their formation channel down to z∼0. In particular, DCBH
hosts are exclusively found at the lowest virial masses at any
redshift, showing that in our model DCBHs form in small
Mvir ≤ 109.5M� halos and that a fraction of the latter evolves
down to z=0 without experiencing a merger throughout their
entire history.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We present a complete and detailed semi-analytic model for
SMBH-formation, which accounts for most of the currently-
envisioned channels of BH-seeding, from light PopIII rem-
nants to massive direct-collapse BHs.

We embed our model in the L-Galaxies SAM, coupling
it to the mass-growth modeling of Izquierdo-Villalba et al.
(2020). We apply this model to the cosmological box of the N-
body simulation Millennium-II, and study the evolution of
the multi-flavour population of BHs produced by BH-seeding
processes. Due to the mass-resolution limit of the simula-
tion, the formation and early-evolution of light PopIII rem-
nants is accounted for in a sub-grid fashion, by “grafting” the
evolved population of PopIII remnants predicted by the GQd

model (Valiante et al. 2021) into newly-resolved structures
of the MR-II. On the other hand, we directly model the for-
mation of intermediate seeds in dense, nuclear star clusters
from runaway stellar mergers (RSM) and heavy seeds from
the direct collapse of pristine gas clouds (DCBH), as the MR-

II allows to resolve atomic-cooling halos above ∼ 108M�. In
our model, the occurrence of these seeding-scenarios depends
on the Lyman-Werner (LW) background Jbg and on the aver-
age IMG metallicity 〈ZIGM〉, as well as on local variations of
the LW flux and IGM metallicity. In addition, we include the
formation of merger-induced DCBHs (miDCBH) within the
remnants of gas-rich major-mergers between galaxies hosted
in Mvir>109M� halos without pre-existing massive BHs.

A large fraction of structures simulated by our model at
z>12 inherits a central BH from GQd, hence our results show
a strong predominance of light-seeds descendants. As an ex-
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ample, all halos of Mvir =108M� initialized at z∼16 inherit a
light-seed descendant. This fraction gradually lowers in time
(<10% for the same Mvir at z∼9), hence leaving an increasing
number of halos devoid of central BHs and eventually prone
to the occurrence of other BH-formation scenarios.

We find that Jbg is never strong enough to foster the mono-
lithic collapse of pristine gas clouds. Therefore, DCBHs only
form in over-dense regions, within halos close to an actively
star-forming companion, which is responsible for strong, lo-
cal variations of LW flux (JLW). This provides additional sup-
port to the “synchronized halo-pairs” scenario, according to
which the optimal birthplaces of DCBHs are the found in the
proximity of UV-bright, star-forming galaxies whose chemical
feedback did not yet enrich their surroundings (e.g., Dijkstra
et al. 2008; Agarwal et al. 2013; Visbal et al. 2014b; Regan
et al. 2017). Regarding RSM, ∼ 74% of them form thanks to
presence of Jbg, which is enough to allow for the formation of
dense, nuclear stellar clusters in our model. The remaining
26% of RSMs require the presence of JLW spatial variations,
analogously to DCBHs. In these cases, the formation of RSMs
also happens in the vicinity of luminous neighbors, extend-
ing the “synchronized halo-pairs” scenario to the formation of
intermediate-mass BH seeds.

The formation of miDCBHs is rare, due to the low fre-
quency of gas-rich major mergers over the dynamical range of
the MR-II. In particular, we find only two miDCBHs forming
at z=4.64 and z=0.35 as a consequence of the merger between
gas-rich (McGas/M∗>100) galaxies hosted in Mvir∼3×109M�
halos. These numbers and formation-redshifts are compati-
ble with the results presented by Bonoli et al. (2014) on the
merger tree of the MR simulation.

PopIII remnants inserted in L-Galaxies from GQd out-
puts show an evolved mass distribution covering the interval
102 <MBH/M�.105, and are able to effectively grow up to
MBH>107M� already by z∼7, hence dominating the number
densities of BHs at all masses. This finding does not exclude
that intermediate or massive BH-seeds might be needed in or-
der to reach MBH&109M�, as inferred for the brightest z&6
QSOs (see e.g., Mazzucchelli et al. 2017; Bañados et al. 2018;
Wang et al. 2021). In order to be conclusive on this point, our
BH-seeding model should be applied to significantly larger
volumes than the one of the MR-II in order to probe the
spatial density regimes of ∼1Gpc−3.

On the other hand, when evolved down to the local Uni-
verse, our model produces a BH mass function (BHMF) which
is in good agreement with current constraints, especially at
MBH & 107M�. This shows that the integrated mass-growth
of our SMBH population, over its whole cosmological evo-
lution, is well-reproduced by the BH-seeding and the mass-
growth models we employ. However, while our z∼0 BHMF
is in good agreement with local determinations, the mass-
assembly history of our SMBH population shows discrepan-
cies with respect to current constraints, as BHs accrete most
of their mass at earlier epochs than observed (i.e., z>3 against
1. z.2, see, e.g., Ueda et al. 2014; Miyaji et al. 2015; Aird
et al. 2015; Shen et al. 2020). The discordance between our
predictions and current high-z observations moderately im-
proves by acting on the abundance of light seeds descendants,
i.e., assuming that the efficiency of the grafting from GQd is
lower than in our default model. Interestingly, lowering ini-
tial abundance of light seeds produces > 1 dex differences
on the amplitude of the BHMF at MBH<107M�, supporting

the idea that the low-mass end of the local BHMF carries
information about the efficiency of high-z seeding processes
(e.g., Sesana et al. 2007; Volonteri et al. 2008; Miller et al.
2015). This suggests that further analysis is required in order
to disentangle the role of BH-seeding efficiency and mass-
assembly history of SMBHs on their low-z observables. We
plan to undertake this specific study in an upcoming work,
by also exploiting the detailed modelling of BH-spin evolu-
tion, GW kicks and recoils as well as BH-BH merger delays
presented in Izquierdo-Villalba et al. (2020, 2022).

Furthermore, when studying the population of massive BHs
hosted in central and satellite galaxies, we find that DCBHs
which are able to retain memory of their formation chan-
nel down to z = 0 are only found in M∗. 109M� satellites.
Similarly, ∼ 50% of RSMs at z = 0 are hosted in low-mass
satellites, which testifies the quiet evolution of their hosts.
On the other hand, the most massive halos at z = 0 only
host evolved SMBHs descending from light-seeds and mixed
seed-classes, testifying the central role of hierarchical assem-
bly in their evolution. We also analyze the population of un-
evolved seeds. These are hosted by very low-mass systems
(M∗. 108M�) at z = 0, indicating that small dwarf galaxies
could harbour traces of high-z BH-seeding processes. We will
also study this in more detail in future works.

Finally, we analyze the predicted MBH−M∗ scaling relation
for the evolved SMBH population. In the high-mass range
(MBH > 106 − 107M�), our results are consistent with cur-
rent observational constraints. In the lower mass regime, still
hardly accessed by observational probes, we predict a “flat-
tening” of the scaling relation. Intermediate and massive seed
remnants that have not merged with light seeds are generally
under-massive with respect to the global population. Future
observations on intermediate mass black holes, their relation
with the host galaxy and their occupation fraction will pro-
vide key tests for seeding and growth models such as the one
presented in this work.
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work used the 2015 public version of the Munich model of
galaxy formation and evolution: L-Galaxies . The source
code and a full description of the model are available at
http://galformod.mpa-garching.mpg.de/public/LGalaxies/.
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTATION OF JPLC

As discussed in Sect. 2.2.4, we compute Jlocal(
−→x s) by consid-

ering the total contribution JPLC(−→x s) provided by LW sources
in the past light-cone of a given point of interest −→x s. In order
to classify galaxies as LW sources, we perform a preliminary
run of L-Galaxies during which, at each SF event of each
galaxy, we compute the JLW produced by the newly-formed
stars at a distance from the galaxy equal to the Rvir of its
DM halo host. If this JLW(Rvir) is greater than 10J21 (i.e. the
Jcrit,DCBH we impose, see Sect. 2.4.2), we classify the galaxy
at the current time as a LW source, and store its proper-
ties in an external list. Since the computation of JPLC is only
needed before the time at which the last DCBH or RSM seed
can form, we stop storing LW sources when 〈ZIGM〉>Zcrit,RSM
(i.e. at z∼6, see Fig. 1). This latter condition helps to keep
the total number of LW sources in our catalog relatively low
(i.e. few ∼ 104 LW sources in the whole MR-II box).

Nevertheless, our actual computation of JPLC at a given
point of interest −→x s, at a given time ts, employs a loop over
all the stored LW sources (i.e. an inefficient N2 operation).
We underline that our computation proceeds farther away in
space and backwards in time from (−→x s, ts), looking for poten-
tial LW sources which are at the correct look-back time and
distance to provide LW photons to (−→x s, ts). The further away
the potential LW sources are from −→x s, the fainter is their
contribution. This implies that extremely-far sources would
negligibly contribute to the JPLC at −→x s. Therefore, looking
“too far away” from potential sites for DCBH or RSM seeds
formation only makes inefficient the computation of JPLC.
To avoid this, we stop our loop over the past light cone of
(−→x s, ts) when we reach a fixed look-back distance threshold
from (−→x s, ts). We conservatively define this threshold as the
distance at which, if the brightest source in the whole LW
catalog was to be found there, it would produce 1/100th of
our Jcrit threshold.

This technique allows to sensibly reduce the execution time
of our JPLC computation by eliminating the need to explore
the entire past light-cone of any BH-seeding candidate. We
explicitly checked that 1/100th of Jcrit is a good compromise
between the convergence of our JPLC computation and the
execution speed of our code. Indeed, by stopping when the
brightest source in the LW catalog would produce 1/10th of

Jcrit, we start to measure deviations (of the order of 10−3 J21)
on the JPLC values we compute with respect to leaving the JPLC
computation unconstrained. On the other hand, by stopping
at 1/1000th of Jcrit the execution time of our model is signifi-
cantly increased without providing appreciable differences on
the computed JPLC with respect to the case of stopping at
1/100th of Jcrit.

APPENDIX B: GRAFTING OF GQd OUTPUTS IN
L-Galaxies

In order to complement the discussion of Sect. 2.4.1, here we
further detail our grafting procedure. This appendix is based
on the working example of a MR-II halo, newly-resolved with
virial mass Mvir,init at a given initialization-snapshot of the
MR-II (found at redshift zinit). The MR-II snapshot immedi-
ately preceding zinit would be found at zprev. In addition, we
use Mvir,GQd to refer to the virial mass of GQd halos, while
Mmax

vir,GQd(z) is the maximum of Mvir,GQd at any given z.
Normally, for our grafting procedures we draw ran-

domly a GQd halo with Log10(Mvir,init)− 0.25 ≤ Mvir,GQd ≤
Log10(Mvir,init) + 0.25 extracted from the sample of GQd

DM halos with zinit ≤ z ≤ zprev. At z > 16, this proce-
dure remains identical with only one exception: if Mvir,init >
Mmax

vir,GQd(zinit), we draw GQd halos under the condition:

Mvir,GQd ≥ Log10[Mmax
vir,GQd(zinit)]− 0.25. In this sense, we use

the highest-mass bin of GQd dynamic range (see Fig. 1).
Therefore, MR-II halos newly-resolved with Mvir,init>Mmax

vir,GQd
at z> 16 have GQd “progenitors”which are undermassive with
respect to those of MR-II halos newly-resolved at z < 16 with
the same Mvir,init. We never apply any extra evolution to the
properties of GQd halos used for our grafting procedures, since
we only use the BH masses and the BH seed-type (i.e. light
or heavy) of GQd halos to initialize L-Galaxies structures,
as pointed out in Sect. 2.4.1. We checked that the mismatch
between the dynamic ranges of GQd and MR-II at z>16 has
a negligible effect on fundamental predictions of L-Galaxies
such as the BH mass function, stellar mass function and the
BHAR evolution. This is because the fraction of halos initial-
ized with Mvir,init >Mmax

vir,GQd over all the MR-II halos under-

going grafting procedures is marginal (i.e. only the 0.38%).

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by

the author.
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